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1INTRODUCTION.
It is with the convicticrj of the need of. as veil as the possibility of
improvement in surveying methods that the following pages have been written
Surveyors in general are too prone to follow accepted methods without a
thought as to whether or not the same results might be obtained in an easi-
er and a quicker way; or being convinced that other methods are better,
they lack the initiative to break away from traditional methods, and have
not the courage or the confidence in their ability to stand up for their
convictions and to endeavor to convert others to their way of thinking.
Since the surveyors of the future are to be recruited from our engineering
schools, it seems but fair that students should profit by the experience of
others, and should be taught the most advanced methods of doing work in-
stead of having to learn them from their own experience.
The text books used et present in the majority of American universities
are far from perfect. Although much has been written on the theory and prac-
tice of surveying, not enough consideration has been given to the details
of field methods. There are only one or two books on this subject that ex-
plain how to relocate lost or obliterated section corners, and these books
are not the ones that are used in the majority of our colleges. What does
it profit a student if he understands thoroughly the methods of surveying
areas, if he does not know how to determine the corners of the field whose
area is desired? And there are few cases in the re-survey of lands original-
ly surveyed by the U. S». Rectangular System where one or more corners are
not missing.
Only a very few text books give more than one method of surveying areas,

2namely, the traverse method; and those that do mention the radiation methoc
give it only passing notice, and yet this method is almost as applicable
as the traverse method, and is quicker and more accurate.
In chapter two is given the interval method of determining differences
of" elevations, which is particularly applicable to topographic surveying.
This is a new method and is not to be found in any book on surveying.
The writer sincerely hopes that the coming generation of surveyors will
be more imbued with the snirit of progress than those of the present c^nera
tion have been, and that they will strive to attain the best 'possible meth-
ods for their work.

3CHAPTER I.
HBM SURVEYING.
.
In the Eastern States where the method of metes and bounds is used in
surveying land, there are two objects in making a survey of a farm: first,
to obtain the acreage; second, • to secure a description. In the V/estern
States where the 0. S. rectangular system of surveying is used, there are
also two objects: first, to re-locate lost or obliterated corners; second,
to obtain the acreage.
The method of surveying that will accomplish thsse objects to the re-
quired degree of accuracy, that can be done in the shortest time, and that
requires the least labor is the one to be used. This statement applies es-
pecially to the field work, as It requires more men than the office work,
and consequently is more expensive. That method which places the most re-
sponsibility upon the surveyor himself is the most accurate, sines there is
then less liability of an error on the part of a "green" assistant.
There are three distinct methods of farm surveying, viz.:
(1) The traverse method, using transit and tape or transit and stadia.
(2) The radiation method, using transit and tape or transit and stadia.
(3) The intersection method, using transit.
Each of these methods will first be described, then discussed, and finally
the methods will be compared.
1. TRAVERSE METHOD.
The successive steps that are necessary in this method are as follows:
-
EIELD WORK: (a) transit stations are located at points around the field

4(see p. 4), and their distances from tne corners and boundary lines are no-
ted; (b) the transit is set up at each of these points in turn and the an-
gle between the lines to the adjacent
'
points is measured; (c) the length
of each course is measured.
OFFICE WORK: (d) the adjusted bearing of each course is found; (e) the
latitude and departure of each course is computed, and any error of closure
is balanced; (£) the double longitude of each course is computed; (g) each
double longitude is multiplied by its corresponding latitude, giving plus
and minus products, which are added algebraically and halved, and this quo-
tient is the area of the traverse in square feet; (k) the small areas be-
twsen the traverse lines and tne boundary lines are computed, and added to
or subtracted from the traverse area, as the case may be; (i) the lengths
of the sides of the field are corrected so that the description will give
a closed field.
DISCUSSION: Fig. 1 to 4, inclusive, show the various methods of locating
traverse stations.
E E
Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

In Fig. 1, the transit stations are located at random near the corners,
and conseouently the traverse lines are not parallel to the sides of the
field and the small areas between them are irregular and difficult of solu
tion. Since the bearings of the boundary lines are not obtained, in the
field, they must be computed in the office.
Fig. 2 shows two traverses, one inside the field and the other outside;
in both of which cases the traverse lines are parallel to the boundary lin
and the distance between them is the same for all the sides. It is not es-
sential that this distance be the same in each case, though there are some
small advantages in having them so, as will be shown later. Some of the
traverse lines may be taken inside the field and others outside without
causing any additional work in computing the area.
If the topography is such that a sight can be taken over the fence line
the method shown in Fig. 3 can be used. The only advantage in having the
traverse lines coincide with the boundary lines is that it reduces the nun.
ber of the small areas.
The method outlined in Fig. 4 is given in most text books on surveying;
but it has little, if any, practical value. The total length of the lines
that are measured is much greater than the perimeter of the field, and the
number of set-ups is the same. The areas between the traverse lines and tn
boundary lines are all triangles, and can be readily found, two sides and
the included, angle of each being known. This method can De used advanta-
geously only under peculiar topographical conditions.
The method given in Fig. 2 is undoubtedly the best, as the traverse
lines have the same bearings as the corresponding ooundary lines. Since it
is immaterial whether the lines are taken inside or outside of the field,
that arrangement should, be used which reduces to a minimum the cutting of

6trees, < hedges, < etc. The distance between the fence line and the transit
line need be only enough to allow the transit to be set up comfortably, and
usually from three to ten feet is sufficient. This distance can best be
measured with a flag pole, some even foot being taken, (for in this way one
man can both measure the offsets and drive the hubs).
In the method shown in Fig. 2, the traverse lines are measured, the area
within these lines is- computed, and the correction is made for the area
between the traverse lines and the boundary lines. This is the method gen-
erally used, but it can be improved upon by getting the lengths of the
boundary lines themselves, • and using them in connection with the bearings
of the traverse lines, which gives the area of the field directly. The
length of the sides can be obtained in two ways: first, by direct measure-
ment; second, by applying a correction to the traverse lines* It is seldom
that the distance can not be measured along the fence line without appreci-
able error. The correction to the traverse lines is obtained as shown at E
in big. 2. In this case the perpendicular distance from the corner to the
traverse line AI is 6 ft., and the distance from the corner to the transit
station is 10 ft., so that the distance from the foot of the perpendicular
to the transit station is 8 ft. Similarly, at A there will be another cor-
rection, and the sum of these corrections subtracted from the measured
length of the traverse line A.S gives the length of the boundary line AE. It
should be noted that if the perpendicular distance is the same all the way
around, the corrections for the two lines meeting at any point will be the
same, which is an advantage. If some of the traverse lines are inside the
field and. some are outside, one of the corrections is additive and the
other is subtractative. Hence, as far as the computations are concerned, it
does not matter where the points are taken so long as the traverse lines

7themselves are parallel to the boundary lines.
The traverse method requires at least as many set-ups as there are cor-
ners to the field, and the surveyor has no sure check on his work until all
the angles are measured. If the magnetic bearings of the lines at each
point be taken, as they should always be, any blunder of over 15. minutes is
readily discovered. By doubling each angle, and noting both single and
double readings, an error of one minute may be detected, and the value of
the angle can be obtained more accurately than by a single observation. But
if these precautions are not taken and a large error is made, the angles
must be re-measured until the error is discovered. A surveyor can not have
too many checks on his work, and time used in checking is veil spent.
Mistakes are frequently made in chaining distances, for instance, an in-
correct count of the chain lengths, or taking the wrong part of the 100 ft.
in getting the fractional length at the end of a line. Mistakes of this
kind are more costly than those made in measuring angles, as they are not
discovered till the area is being computed, and the discrepancy between the
sum of the northings and the sum of the southings or the sum of the easting:
and the sum of the westings is greater than it should be, necessitating
that the distances be remeasured. All blunders of this kind may be safe-
guarded by taking a stadia reading for the distance. It is not necessary to
have a stadia board to do this, as an ordinary flag pole graduated to feet
will answer, and an error in the chaining as large as ten feet is easily
detected. If the top foot of the flag pole is graduated to tenths, even-
closer checks may be obtained. If the instrument in use has no stadia wires
the distance may be obtained by noting the space on the rod passed over by
the horizontal cross-hair in two complete turns of the gradienter screw; or
an ordinary tangent screw may be used if the number of revolutions necessar,'

8for the above, results be found by trial, and the head of the screw be mark-
ed in a suitable manner.
The latitude and departure method of computing areas is applicable to
any form of field; but in the case of a quadrilateral it is better to di-
vide the figure into two triangles, and solve for the area of each triangle
by the formula, - 1/2 be sin A.
In order that a clear idea may be had of the office work necessary when
the traverse method is used, an example v;ili be given. The field in this
survey is bounded by lines connecting triangulation points 17, Iz, 11, 16,
lb., 21, 22, and 18;- these points are part of the triangulation system at
the University of Illinois, and were chosen because tne area embraced with-
in them is known to the one thousandth of an acre. While a traverse could
have been run around the points themselves, offsets were taken so as to con-
form as nearly as possiDle to the conditions found in actual practice. This
survey was made with the help of one man, and the time taken in locating
the stations and chaining the distances between them was 2 hours and 30 min-
utes. The instrument work required 1 hour and 30 minutes. The distances
between the transit stations were corrected so as to obtain the lengtns of
the boundary lines themselves, and these corrected distances were recorded
in the field notes. The form of the field is shown in Pig. 5.
fig. o.

SURVEY OF FIELD BY THE; TRAVERSE METHOD
Li X iJ Hi A NCSTi TP OBSERVED V Jr.Ll U Hi ADJUSTED riw P p i D T f
I
17-12 410* 90 17 137° 19 30" 137° 19' 30" a 07° 30 ' 00" E
12-11 558. 00 12 157° 19' 00" 157° 19 ' 00" a 30° 11 1 00" E
11-16 508. 11 11 103° 39 1 00" 103° 39' 00" s 73° 28' 00" E
16-15 835. 02 16 183° 02 00" 183° 02' 00" 76° 30' 00" E
15-21 752. 25 15 150° 07 SO" 150° 07' 80" 46° 36' 30" E
21-22 1870. 47 21 86° 25' 00" 86° 24' 00" 46° 59' 00" V:'
22-18 865. 82 22 112° 59 1 00" 112° 58' 00" N 65° 59 1 00" 1
13-17 671. 88' 18 149° 10 1 30" 149° 10 1 30" 35° 09 ' 3C" W
1080° 01' 30" 1080° 00 f OC"
It will be noticed that the entire error of one ana one naif minutes is
distributed between the angles at 21 and 22. F'rom 21 the top foot only of
the flag pole at 22 could be seen, probably causing an error; hence a cor-
rection of one half minute was applied to this angle. Frorr. 22 the top foot
only of the flag poles at 13 and 22 was visible, probaoly causing an 'error;
hence a correction of one minute was applied to this angle.
TABULATED COMPUTATIONS FOR ARIA..
LINE DAT. DEPT. COR. DAT. . COR. . DEPT.
DOUBLE
LONG. "
PLUS
PROD.
MINUS
PROD.
17-12 +407. 39 + 53. 63 +407. 37 + 53. 63 53. 63 21847
12-11 +482. 35 + 280. 54 +482. 83 + 280.54 387. 80 187048
11-16 -144. 60 + 487. 10 -144. 61 + 487. 09 1155. 43 167087
16-15 -194. 93 + 811. 95 -194. 94 + 811. 94 2454. 46 478472
15-21 -516. 78 + 546. 64 -516. SO + 546. 63 3813. 03 1970574
21-22 -934. 95 -1002.03 -935. 00 -1002. 05 3357. 61 3139365
22-18 +352. 39 790. ee +352. 87 - 790.87 1564. 69 551350
18-17 +549. 81 386. 90 +549. 28 - 386. 91 386. 91 212522
+ 0. 13 + 0. 07 0. 00 0. 00 97276 7 5755493
972767
Area of field by tr iangulat ion = o4. SS7 acres.
2 4782731
ii
" " by traverse method = 54. 893 " Area of field = 2391365
Difference = 0.011 " it ii 8 = 54. 898 Ac.
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COMPUTATIONS.
log 410.00
log sin 07° SO 1 00" =
log departure 17-12 =
departure 17-12 =
log 558.00
log sin 30° 11' 00" =
log departure 12-11 =
departure 12-11 =
log 508. 11 =
log sin 73° 28' 00" =
log departure 11-16 =
departure 11-16 =
log 835.02
log sin 76° 30' 00" =
log departure 16-15 =
departure 16-15 =
log 752. 25
log sin 46° 36' 30" =
log departure 15-21 =
departure 15-21 =
log 1370.47
log sin 46° 59 » 00" =
log departure 21-22 =
departure 21-22 =
log 865. 82 =
log sin 65° 59 1 00" =
log departure 22-18 =
departure 22-18 =
log 671.88
log sin 35° 09' 30" =
log departure 18-17 =
departure 18-17 =
2. 6137361
9. 1156977
1. 7294333
53. 63
2. 7466342
9. 7013681
"i. 4480023
280. 54
2. 7059577
9. 9316620
2. 6876197
487. 10
2. 9216969
9. 9878315
2. i095284'
311.9.5
2. 8763622
9. 8613400
2. 7377022*
546. 64
3. 1368695
9. 8640096
3. 0008791
1002. 03
2. 9374276
9. 9606739
2. 8981015
790. 86
2. 8272917
9. 7603003
2. i875920
386. 90
log 410.90 = 2.6137361
log cos 07° 30' 00" = 9.9962686
log latitude 17-12 = 2.6100047
latitude 17-12 = 407.39
log 558.00
log 00s 30° 11' 00"
log latitude 12-11
latitude 12-11
log 508. 11
log cos 73° 28' 00"
log latitude 11-16
latitude 11-16
log 835.02
log cos 76° 30' 00"
log latitude 16-15
latitude 16-15
log 752. 25
log cos 46° 36* 30"
log latitude 15-21
latitude 15-21
2. 7466342
9. 9367254
2. 6833598
482. 35
2. 7059577
9. 4541939
2. 1601516
144. 60
2. 9216969
9. 3681853
2. 2898822
194. 93
2. 6763622
9. 8369452
2. 7133074
518. 78
log 1370.47 = 3.1368695
log cos 46° 59' 00" = 9.8339188
log latitude 21-22 = 2.9707883
latitude 21-22 = 934.95
log 865.82 = 2.9374276
log cos 65° 59' 00" = 9.6095969
log latitude 22-18 = 2.5470245
latitude 22-13 = 352.39
log 671.88
log cos 35° 09* 30"
log latitude 18-17
latitude 18-17
2. 8272917
9. 9125217
2. 7S9il34
549. 31
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log 407. 87 = 2. 6099890
log 53.63 = 1.7294078
log products 4.3393968
(1) products 21847 sq. ft.
log 144.61 = 2.1601983
log 1155.43= 3.0627436
log products 5.2229419
(3) produot= 167087 sq. ft.
log 516.80 = 2.7133225
log 3813.03= 3.5812702
log product= 6. 2945927
(5) product= 1970574 sq. ft.
log 352.37 = 2.5462989
log 1564.69= 3.1944283
log products 5.7414272
(7) products 551350 sq. ft.
log 482. 33 = 2. 6833443
log 387.80 = 2.5886073
log products 5.2719521
(2) products 137043 sq. ft.
log 194.94 = 2.2399010
log 2454..46s 3.3899559
log products 5.6798569
(4) products 478472 sq. ft.
log 935.00 = 2.9708116
log 3357.61= 3.5260303
log product s 5.4963419
(6) products 3139365 sq. ft.
log 549.28 = 2.7397938
log 386.91 = 2.5876100
log products 5. 8274038
(3) products 212522 sq. ft.
2. RADIATION METflQB.
The successive steps that are necessary in this method are as follows:
-
FIELD WORK: (a) flat* poles are placed at each corner of tne field, and
sometimes also at intermediate points in the boundary lines (see Pig. 8);
(b) a central station is located from vjhich all the corners are visible,
and if it is impossible to see all the corners from one point two or more
may be used; (c) all the angles around each of these ooints, formed by
lines radiating to the corners, are measured; (d) tne lengths of these ra-
dial lines are measured.
OFFICE WORK; (e) the area of each triangle is computed by the formula,
1/2 be sin A; (f) the areas of the triangles are added, and the sum is tne
area of the field; (g) the missing parts of the outside triangles are compu
ted,, from which the lengths and bearings of the boundary lines are obtained
DI3GG33I0N. Fields surveyed according to this method may be divided into
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four classes. Glass 1 embraces fields whose corners are visible from a
central point. The longer axis of the field should not be more than one
half mile, and hence fields containing up to 160 acres may be surveyed in
this way. Fig. 6 illustrates this case. The field work consists in measur-
ing the five angles around and also the five radial distances. It is to
B_
Fief. 6. Pig. 7.
be noticed that the sum of the radial distances is 6330 ft., while the peri
meter of the field is 7540 ft., a difference of 1160 ft. Glass 2. Cinder
this class come those fields whose topographical features are such that all
the corners are not visible from any one point, so that two instrument
points are required. The size and shape of fields coming under tnis class
are about the same as in class 1; but larger fields may be surveyed in this
way, if the topography permits. Fig. 7 gives an example of this class. From
corners A, B, and E can be seen,- and from P the corners G and D. 411 the
angles around the points and P are measured as well as the distances OA,
OB, OP, 0E, : PC,, and PD. The lengths PS and Pill can be computed from the tri-
angles BOP and HiOP, . respectively. The sum of the distances measured is 7510
ft. as against 9310 ft. for the perimeter, a difference of 2300 ft. Glass 3
Long narrow fields whose widths are uncler 2000 ft. come under this class.
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Fig. 6. Fig. 9.
A field of this form is shown in fig. 8. 'fhe point is chosen so that A
and D are visible, and J? is taken so that B, C, ffi, and F can oe seen. Flag
poles are placed at suitable points in the boundary lines, such as E and f,
and the four angles around and the four radial distances are measured.
From these data the area of ADFE can be computed. If the points & and F are
taken in the prolongation of the lines DO and AO, respectively, the computa-
tions are much simplified, the area being obtained from the equation, 1/2
DF * AF * sin AOD. The area of F8GF is found by adding the areas of the fou
triangles. The distances chained in this problem were 600 ft. less than the
perimeter of the field. If points and P are visible from each other, • the
distance 0J? can be measured in place of OFi, fiP, PF, and OF, which reduces
the chaining by 3670 ft., but it adds to the office work. 1'his method of
dividing the field, into smaller fields can be used regardless of the length
of- the field. Glass 4 includes all fields containing over 320 acres except-
ing those that come under class 3. As seen from Fig. 9 this is a modifica-
tion of the traverse method, as a small traverse is run inside the field,
its linss being about one quarter of a mile from the boundary lines. From
one third to one half of the instrument work is eliminated by this method,
and the distances chained are decreased by 2000 ft.
When the radiation method is used the sum of the angles about each transi
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point is a direct check on the accuracy of the instrument work, and should
a mistake be made it can be found while the instrument is still over the
point, causing little delay. On the other hand an error in chaining will
remain undiscovered unless the surveyor is familiar enough with the shape
of the field to notice the error when the field is platted to a large scale
but small errors will not be detected in this way. If the field itself is
divided into parts and the areas of these are wanted, it requires very lit-
tle time to secure the additional data from one or more of the transit sta-
tions. Both the instrument work and the chaining are reduced to a minimum
by the radiation method. If topography is wanted, it can be taken while the
instrument is set up at each point.
Fig. 10 shows the same field as is shown in Fig. 6. surveyed by the radi-
ation method. This survey was made under the same conditions as the first
one, and required one hour each for the chaining and the instrument work.
In order that a comparison may be had. between the two methods, that is the
office work part of them, the solution is given.
Fig. 10.
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TRIANGLE 16-19-20
COMPUTATIONS.
TRIANGLE 18-19-20
log 863.01
log sin 71'
log sin 70'
log 16-20
,
=2. 9360158
22 30" = 9. 0766384-
2. 9126542
14 • 30" = 9. 9736482
= 2. 9390060
16-20 = B68. 97
log 863. 01
lop. sin 72° 41' 00 "
= 2. 9360156
= 9.9798552
2. 9158710
log sin 53° 40' 30" = 9.9061571
log 18-20
18-20
= 3.0097139
= 1022. 63
'TRIANGLE 18-19-17
log sin 51° 07 1 00" = 9.8912172
log 862.76 = 2.9356900
log 549. 73 = 2. 7401494
= 5. 5672556
2 x area = 369196 sq.
log area
TRIANGLE 17-19-12
log sin 48'
log 549. 173
log 41C.3g
log area
00 1 30" = 9. 8711303
= 2. 7401494
= 2. 6137150
ft. are;
= 5. 2249947
= 167878 so. ft
TRIANGLE 12-19-11
log sin 64°
log 410.88
log 590. 51
53 1 00" = 9. 9563623
= 2. 6137150
= 2.7712273
log ire;
TRIANGLE 11-19-16
log sin 51
log 590.51
log 569. 18
56 1 00" = 8. 8961368
= 2. 7712273
= 2.7552496
area
= 5. 3418046 log
= 219 687 sq. ft.
area
2 x area
= 5.4226138
= 264615 so. ft
log sin 71
log 569.18
log 863.01
leg area
TRIANGLE 16-19-20
KB 30" = 9. 8766384
= 2. 7552496
= 2.9360158
2 x area
= 5. 6679038
= 465430 so. ft.
loss sin 72
log 863.01
log 862. 76
log area
TRIANGLE 20-19-18
41
» 00" = 9.9798552
2. 9360158
= 2. 9353900
2 x area
= 5.8517610
— 710822 so.
lo;
TRIANGLE 16-20-15
sin 64° 02' 00" = 9.0537833
log 363. 93
log 674.60
leg area
2 x area
= 2. 9390060
= 2. 8290463
= 5.7218356
= 527030 so.
TRIANGLE 15-20-21
log sin 53° 16 1 00" = 9.9038644
log 674.60 = 2.8290463
log 926. 20 = 2. 8667048
ft.
log area
2 x are;
= 5.6896155
= 500743 so. ft
TRIANGLE 21-20-22
log sin 97'
log 926. 20
log 896. 62
log area
32' 00" = 9.8962352
= 2. 8667046
= 2. 8526084
2 x are
a
= 5. 8155484
J t~* O *Ci £ sq.
TRIANGLE 22-20-18
log 896. 62
Iojs 1022. 63
08 8. 9031557
2. 9526084
3. 0097139
loft area
t.
= 5. 6654780
2. x area so. ft
COMPUTATIONS E0R ANGLES.
;
In tr- angle 18-19-17,
loo' tan 1(17 - 13) = log 313.03 + log tan 64° 26' 30" - log 1412.49
= 2.4855860 + 0. 8203669 - 3.1499855 = 9." 665966517-13 = 49° 43' 30"
17-18-19 = 39° 34' 30" 13-17-19 = 89° 13' 30"
In triangle 17-19-12,
loo tan 1(12 - 17).= log 138.85 + log tan 65° 59' 45" - log 960.61
= 2.1425459 + 0.3513319 - 2.0625471 = 0.511330712-17 = 35° 58' 00"
12-17-19 = 43° 00' 30" 17-12-19 = 33° 59' 00"
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In triangle 12-19-11,
log tan 1(12 - 11) log 179.63 + log tan 57° 33* 30" - log 1001.39
= 2. §543789 + 0*1167889 - 3.0006033 = 9:450564512-11 =31° 31 1 00"
11-12-19 = 73° 19' 00" 12-11-19 41° 48* 00"
In triangle 11-19-16,
loc5 tan £( 16 - 11)= log 21.83 + log tan 64° 02' 00" - log 1159.69
= 1.3289909 +0.8124598 - 3.0643420 = 3.5771087
16 - 11 = 04° 19' 30"
16-11-19 = 61° 52' 00" 11-16-19 = 66° 12' 00"
In triangle 16-20-15,
log tan 1(15 - 16).= log 194.37 + log tan 57° 59' 00" - log 1543.57
= 2. §886292 + 0. 2339297 - 3. 1885264 = 9.3040325
15 - 16 = 22° 46' 00"
15-16-20 = 46° 36' 00" 16-15-20 = 69° 22' 00"
In triangle 15-20-21,
log tan 1(15 - 21).= log 251.60 + log tan 63° 22' 00" - log 1600.80
= 2.4007108 -1- 0. 2997372 - 3. 2043371 = 9:~496110715-21 = 34° 48' 00"
21-15-20 = 80° 46' 00" 15-21-20 = 45° 58' 00"
In triangle 21-20-22,
log tan 1( 22 - 21)= log 29.58 + log tan 41° 14' 00" - log 1822.62
= 1.4709932 + 9.9427331 - 3.2607433 = 8.1529875
22 - 21 = 01° 33' 00"
22- 21-20 = 40° 25' 00" 21-22-20 = 42° 03' 00"
In triangle 22-20-13,
log tan 1(22 - 13) = log 126.01 + log tan 63° 25' 45" - log 1919.25
= 2. 1004050 + 0.3009204 - 3. 2331315 = 9." 118193922-18 =14° 57' 30"
}" 22-18-20 = 55° 57' 00"
COMPUTED BEARINGS.
* * * * * * * * ******* * *
Soaring of 17-12 = N 07° 30 » 00" E Bearing of 21-22 = S 46° 58 1 30 "
ii
,
ii 12-11 = N 30° 12 1 00" E ii ii 22-18 = H 65° 59' 0v'
n
.
ii 11-16 = 3 73 ° 23' 00" E ii ii 18-17 = » 35° 11' 00"
ii it 16-15 = #d 76° 30' 30" I it ii 17-12 = N 07° 30' 00"
ii ii 15-21 = 46° 38' 30" E
COMPUTATIONS FOB LENGTH 0? SIDES.
.
****** * * * * * * * * * * * *********** * * * * *
loJ 17-12 = lor- 17-19 + log sin 48°00 l 30" - log sin 83° 59' 00"
= 2.7401494 + 9.3711303 - 9.9976011 = 2.6136736
17-12 = 410.35, Probable length = 410.32, Difference = +0.03
log 12-11 = log 11-19 + log s l n 64° 53» - log sin 73° 19'
= 2.7712273 + 9.9563i23 - 9. 981322§ = 2.7467667
12-11 = 553.17, Probable length = 553.03, Difference = +0.09
log 11-16 = log 11-19 + log sin 51° 56' - log sin 36° 12'
= 2.7712273 + 9.6961369 - 9.9614020 = 2.7059622
11-16 = 508.12, Probable length = 508.il, Difference = +0.01
log 16-15 = log 20-15 + log sin 54° 02' - lo^ sin 46° 36*
= 2.6290463 + 9. §537833 - 9.3612303 = 2.9215493
16-15 = 834.74, Probable length = 834.73, Difference = +0.01
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log 15-21 = log 20-15 + log ,
as 2.8290463 + 2. 9038844 - 9. 8566900 = 2.8762207
15-21 = 7o2. 01, Probable length = 7ol. 90, Difference = +9.11
log 21-22 = log 20-22 + log sin 97° 32 1 - log sin 40° 25'
= 2.9526084'+ 9.9962352 - 9. 8118038 = 3.1370398
21-22 - 1371.00, Probable length = 1370. 71, Difference = +0.29
lo<5 22-18 = log 18-20 + log sin 53° 08' 30" - log sin 70° 54' 30"
= 3.8097139 + 9. 9031557 - 9. 9754302 == §. 9374394
22-18 = 860.84, Probable length = 865.39, Difference = -0.05
10* 18-17 = lo2 13-19 + log sin 51° 07' - log sin 39° IB ' 30"
= 2.9353900 + 9.8912172 - 9.9999684 = 2.8271388
18-17 = 671.64, Probable length = 671.67, Difference = -0.03
At the first glance the above computations seem long and tedious;- but a
closer observation will show that 14 logarithms of trigonometric functions,
10 logarithms of numbers, and 12 numbers for corresponding logarithms have
to be found, making a total of 36 logarithms that have to be found in com-
puting the area of the field. To obtain the bearings of the boundary lines,
8 logarithms of trigonometric functions, 16 logarithms of numbers, and 8
numbers for corresponding logarithms - making a total of '32,- are necessary
in addition to those used in computing the area. To obtain the lengths of
the boundary lines, 13 additional logarithms are required.
3. INTERSECTION METHOD.
.
This method consists in establishing and carefully measuring a base line
from each end of which all the corners of the field are visible, and in
measuring all the angles around each end formed by lines radiating to tne
corners. If the field is a small one and the topography permits, one bass
line is sufficient; but in the case of a large one, two or more base lines
will be necessary. The base line is taken inside the field when it is pos-
sible, as the length of sights is thereby reduced to a minimum; but it is
not essential that it be so taken, and may be all outside of the field or
partly inside and partly outside. The only imperative condition - using
one base line - is that all the corners must be visible from each end.
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DISCUSSION* In locating the base line care (Bust be taken to avoid
small angles, as the sines of small angles change rapidly. In the case of
a rectangular field the best location for the base line is parallel to the
short axis of the field and midway of the long axis. This arrangement
should be followed as closely as the topography Kill allow. The more irreg-
ular the field the harder it is to avoid small angles, and more time and
thought are required in the selection of the base line than in the case of
the rectangular field. The length of the base line depends upon local con-
ditions. In general, the longer the base line the more accurate the results
but it should never be less than one third the length of the average sight.
This is based on the assumption that the instrument used reads to 30" and
that each angle is doubled on the limb.
The same field as is shown in Fig. 5. and 10 was surveyed by this method
in 2 hours and 20 minutes, of which 40 minutes were spent in locating and
measuring the base line. Fig. 11 shows the location cf the base line, and
the an-les that were measured. The base line was measured twice with a steel-
Fig. 1.1.
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tape, the correction was made for slope and temperature, and the average of
the measurements was taken as correct. In order that a comparison can be
had between the solutions of this problem by the three methods, the compu-
tations necessary for obtaining the area and the lengths and bearings of
the sides of the field by the intersection method are given. The field data
are shown on page 20.
COMPUTATIONS.
* * * ^: * * ^: $ ** * * *
TRIANGLE 12-A-B TRIANGLE 11-A-B
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
leg
log
log
log
log
312. 65 2. 9099035
sin 12° 41' 15" = 9. 3416933
log 812. 65
log sin 37° 53' 45"
2. 9099035
9. 7883295
2. 2516018
sin 20° 27' 10" = S. 5433667
A-12
A-12
TRIANGLE 16-A-B
= 2.7082351
812. 65 = 2. 9099035
sin 53° 41' 40" = 9.9062655
log sin 37° 45' 00"
log A-ll
A-ll =
TRIANGLE 16-A-B
log 812. 65
log sin 66° 56' 25"
2. 6982330
9. 7869056
2. 9113274
2. 9C99035
9. 9638426
2. 6161690
sin 59° 21' 45" = 9.9347048
A-16 = 2. 6814642
A-16 = 761. 14
TRIANGLE 15-A-B
812. 65 = 2. 9099035
sin 27° 55' 40" = 9.6705781
log sin 59° 21' 45"
log B-16
B-16 =
TRIANGLE 21-A-B
log 812. 65
IogJ sin 4° 47' 45"
2. 8737461
9. 9347048
2. 8390413
839. 04
2. 8099035
8. 8222342
2. 5804316
lin 34° 21' 10" = 9.7514999
B-15
B-15
TRIANGLE 22-A-B
= 2. 8239817
= 674. 50
log sin 4° 12' 25"
log B-21
B-21
TRIANGLE 22-A-B
1. 6321377
8. 6654538
2. 9666839
926. 15
log
log
812. 65
sin 47° 00 1 40"
= 2. 9099035
= 9.8642060
log
log
812. 65
sin 91° 27 « 50"
= 2.
= 9.
9099035
8898532
log sin 41° 31* 30"
2. 7741095
= 9.e214787 log sin 41° 31
'
30" 2.= 9.
8087617
6214737
log B-22
B -22
= 2. 9526308
= 896. 67
log A-22
A-22
= 3.
~- 12
0882830
2o. 41
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TRIANGLE 18-A-B TRIANGLE 17-A-E
leg 81g. 8-5 = 2. 9099035
log sin 36° 19' 10" = 9. V924234
log sin 52° 32' 20"
leg A-18
2. 7023269
9. 6999328
= 2. 8023441
A-13 = 534. 37
log 312.65 = 2.9099035
log sin 6° 01' 10" = 9.0206346
1. 9 305381
log sin 10° 47' 40" = 9! 2725055
leg A-17 = 2.6530326
A-17 = 455. 02
COMPUTATIONS FOR AREA
TRIANGLE 12-A-ll TRIANGLE ll-A-16
log
lof
log
log
leg
log
log
leg
1°
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
loe
log
leg
510. 76
815. 32
sin 42° 30
2 area
2 area
Area 12-
TR IANGLE
50"
• A-ll
16-A-B
= 2. 7082351
= 2. 9113274
= 9.8297293
= 5.4492918
= 281380 sq.
= 140590. so.
Ioq 761. 14
log 815.32
log sin 37' 24 ' 40 " =
log 2
ft. 2
ft.
area
area
Ar e a ll-A-16 =
TRIANGLE 16-B-15
312. 65
869. 04
sin 53° 41 1 40"
2 area
2 ar- e a
Area 16-A-B
= 2. G099035
= 2.9390413
= 9.9062655
= 5.7552103
= 569128 so.
- <io4oo4 sq.
log 674. 50
log 869.04
1 ol sin 64
'
01 30" =
TRIANGLE 15-B-21
log 2 area =
ft. 2 area =
ft. Area 16-3-lo =
TRIANGLE 21-B-22
926. 15
674. 50
sin 53° 16' 40"
2 area
2 area
Area 15-B-21
TRIANGLE 22-B-A
= 2.9666839
- 2.8239317
= 9. 9039273
» 5. 6995929
= 500718 so.
= 250359 so.
log 926. 15
log 696. 67
log sin 97°
log 2 area
ft.' 2 area
ft. Area
32' 20"
21-B-22 =
TRIANGLE 22-A-18
896. 67
312. 65
sir. 91° 37' 50"
2 ar e a
2 area
Area 22-B-A
= 2. 9099035
= ft. 9996582
= 5.8623925
= 728438 so.
= 354219 so.
log 1225.41
log 634. 37
log sin 42° 04' 50" =
log
ft.
ft.
2 area
2 area
TRIANGLE 18-1-17
634. 37
455. 02
sin 74° 05' 4C
2 area
2 area
Area 16-A-17
= 2.8023441
= 2. 6580326
= 9. 9830463
= 5. 4434230
= 277602 sq.
— 136801 so.
TRIANGLE 17-A-12
log 510. 78 =
log 255.02
log sin 49° 57" 15"
log 2
ft. 2
ft.
area =
area =
i?3a 17-A-12 =
2. DQ14642
2. 9113274
9. 7835676
5. 676i592
377016 sq. ft
13350c sq. ft
2. 8289617
2. 9390413
9. 9537526
5. 7217756
526958 sq. ft
263479 so. ft
2. 0666839
2. 9525308
9. 0962297
5. 9155444
823274 sq. ft
411637 so. ft
3. 0882830
2. 8023441
9- e261881
"5. 7168152
520974 sq. ft
<sd04c : 7 sq. ft
2. 7082351
2. 6530326
9. 8839622
5. 2502299
177922 so. ft
S39S1 sq. ft.
COMPUTATIONS FOR OUTSIDE . ANGLES
Jji ^ 5jJ 5;! i^C iyl s^. »jC I;* 5f- Jji 2j5
In triangle 12-A-ll,
log tan 1(12 - 11) = log 304.54 + log tan 68°44 , 50" - log 1326.10
= 2.4836443 + 0.3101235 - 3.1225763 = 9.771191512-11 - 61° 07' 14".
A-12-11 = 99° 18 1 25", A-ll-12 = 38° 11' 15"
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In triangle 11-
log tan ^(16 -
16 -
A-16-11 =
In triangle 16-
log tan §(15 -
15 -
B-15-16
In triangle 15-
log tan £(1d -
15 -
B-15-21 =
In triangle 21-
log tan £(22 -
22 -
B-22-21 :
• A-16,
11) = log 54.18 +• log tan 71°-17' 40" - log 1576.46
= 1.7338390 + 0.4703266 - 3.1976330 = I. 0064826
11 = 11° 35' 30"
> 77° 05. » 25", A-ll-16 = 65° 29 1 55"
-B-15,
16) = leg 194. 54 + log tan 57° 59' 15" - log 1543.54
= 2. 2890089 + 0. 2040000 - 3. 1385178 = 9. 8044911
16 = 22° 47» 45"
=69° 23' 05", B-16-15 =46° 35 » 25"
•5—21
21) = log 251.65 + log tan 63° 21' 40" - log 1600.65
= 2.4007969 + 0.2996321 - 3.2042963 = 9.4961327
21 = 34° 48' 15"
i 80° 45' 45", B-21-15 = 45° 57 ! 35"
•B—22
21).
J
= log 29.48 + log tan 41° 13' 50" - log 1822.82
= 1.4695275 + 9.9426906 - 3.2607438 = 8.1514743
21 =01° 37' 28"
" 3-21-22 40° 25* 05"
In triangle 22-A-18,
loe- tan 1(18 - 22) = log 591. 04 -I- log tan 68° 57' 35" - log 1859.73
= 2.7716169 +0.1149108 - 3.2694615 = 9.9170662
22 = 79° 07' 30"
= 103° 31' 20", A-22-13 = 29° 23* 50"
•A-17.
18)= log 179.35 + log tan 52° 57' 10" - log 1089.89
= 2. 2537014 + 0.1221410 - 3.0371874 = §.8386550
18 = 24° 36* 25"
= 65° 15.* 20", A-13-17 = 40° 39' 00"
•A-12,
12) = log 55. 76 + log tan 65° 01 » 22" - log. 965. 80
= 1.7463228 +0.3317784 - 2.9848872 = 9.0932140
12 = 14° 07' 50"
= 72° 05' 20", A-12-17 =57° 57' 25"
18 -
A- 13-2 2 =
In triangle 18-
log tan 1(17 -
17 -
A-17-18 =
In triangle 17-
1(17 -log tan
17 -
A- 17- 12
COMPUTATIONS FOR LENGTH 0E SIDES
TRIANGLE 12-A-ll
loe 815.82 = 2. 9113274
log sin 42° 30' 20" = 9.6297293
2. '7410567
log sin 99° 13' 25" = 9.9942450
log 12-11 = 2. 7468117
12-11 = 558. 23
TRIANGLE ll-A-16
log 761. 14
log sin 37° 24
= 2. 8814642
40" = 9.7835676
log sin 6o'
log 11-16
2. 6650318
29' 55" = 9.9590131
= 2.7060137
11-16 = 508. 18
TRIANGLE 16-B-15
log 674.50 = 2.6289817
log sin 64° 01' 30" = 9.9537526
2. 782734^
log sin 46° 35' 25" = 913612105
log 16-15 = 2. 9215238
16-15 = 834. 69
TRIANGLE 15-B-21
log 674.50 = 2.8289817
log sin 53° 16' 40" = 9.9039273
2. 7329090
log sin 45° 57' 35"= 9.8566390
log 15-21 ="178762700
15-21= 752.09
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TRIANGLE 21?-B-22 TRIANGLE 22-A-18
log 896.67 = 2.9526308
log sin 97° 32 1 20" = 9.9962297
2. 9488605
log sin 40° 25' 05" = 9.8118161
log 21-22 = 3.1370444
21-22 = 1371.02
log 1225.41 = 3.0882830
log sin 42° 04' 50" = 9.8261331
2. 9144711
log sin 108° 31' 30"= 9.9763931
log 22-13 = 2.9375780
22—18 = 666. 12
TRIANGLE 18-A-17
log 634. 37 = 2.8023441
lot sin 74° 05 1 40" = 9.9830463
2. 7853904
log sin 65° 15* 20" = 9.9531737
log 18-17 = 2. 8272167
18-17 = 671. 76
TRIANGLE 17-A-12
log 510. 73„ = 2.7082351
log sin 49° 57' 15" = 9. 8839622
2. 5921973
log sin 72° 05' 20" = 9.9784247
log 17-12 = 2. 6137726
17-12 = 410. 93
BEARING 0E SIDES
# * * J»C * 3ft 3fc
Bearing of 17-12 N 07° 23
»
05" E
ii " 12-11 B 30° 12' 15" E
ii 11-16 73° 28' 55" E
it
" 16-15 3 76° 31' 30" E
n
" 15-21 S 46° 40' 20" E
n
.
" 21-22 3 46° 57 1 . 00" W
n " 22-18 N 66° 00' 55" n
n
" 18-17 N 35° 11' 15" w
n
| 17-12 * 07° 28' 05" E
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COMPARISON OF THE TSS11 METHODS.
.
The three methods of farm surveying will be compared with respect to (1J
speed, (2) accuracy, and (3) applicability.
1. COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO SPEED..
(a) Time spent in chaining. The chaining required by tne intersection
method is much less than that required oy either of tne other t,vo. In the
large majority of cases the radiation method requires less chaining than
the traverse method, and in some instances the difference amounts to 20#.
(b) Time spent in instrument work. As regards the instrument work, the
radiation method requires one half as many set-ups as the intersection
method and about one fourth as many as the traverse method. But the number
of angles read in tne traverse method, is tne same as in tne radiation meth-
od^and is one half that required by the intersection method. Taking all the
field work into consideration, the intersection method is the quickest,
with the radiation method sscond, and the traverse method third.
(c) Time spent in computing results. As may be seen from the solutions
of the field 11-16-16-21-22-18-17-12-11 by the three methods, the traverse
method requires the least amount of computations, while the intersection
method requires the most.
2. comparison with respect to ACCURACY. . Since larger errors are made in
chaining distances than in measuring angles, that method which requires the
least amount of chaining is the most accurate. Consequently, the intersec-
tion method is the most accurate provided that the : ii":-; I- r.c tjiton
that small angles are avoid 3d.- Angles under 15° and over 165° must be ob-
tained to the nearest 10 seconds, which can be done by trebling the angle
on the limb of the transit. The radiation method is second with respect to
accuracy, and the traverse method comes last. The above arrangement is base I
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on ths assumption that no blunders are made in the work. 411 blunders made
in measuring angles can readily be discovered in the field, but those made
in chaining can not be except in the traverse method, where a large error
of closure indicates that a mistake has been made. There is no chance of a
blunder's being made in the intersection method as the base line is measure!
twice with unusual care. In the radiation method no check is had on the
distances chained unless a stadia reading can be taken. A stadia reading
for distance is as good a check as could be desired, but it can not always
be had, as frequently only the very top of the flag pole is visible. If
jointed flag poles as described on page 34 are used, a stadia reading for
distance can always be taken.
In chaining distances there will always be small errors due (1) to ths
tape's not being horizontal, (2) to the tape's not being stretched tight and
straight, (3) to sag, (4) to poor alignment, (5) to temperature, (6) to not
placing the pin at exact end of taps, and (7) to uneven pull, iiizh reason-
able care, all the above errors may be considered negligiole with the ex-
ception of that due to temperature. Most tapes are 100 ft. long at from 60°
F to 65" F, and a change of 15* in the temperature causes a change of 0.01
ft. in the length of the tape. Hence, if a line is measured when the temper-
ature is either about 33° f or 33° F, a constant error of 1 in 5000 is
made. In average country the error due to tsmperature is greater than any
of the others, and usually is larger than all the others combined. It is so
easy to allow for this change in the length of the tape that it should al-
ways be done.
The results obtained in ths surveys of the field 11-16-15-21-22-13-17-
12-11 by the three methods are given in fable 1, so that tney may be com-
pared witn the results obtained by triangulation. The distances in the
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triangulation column are correct within 0.02 ft., and. the bearings are with-
in 5 seconds of the correct value. As may be seen in the bottom line of
Table 1, any one of these three methods will give results which are accu-
rate enough for all practical purposes.
3. comparison with RESPECT to APPDiCABibiT Z. The traverse method is ap-
plicaole to any field regardless of the crops or the topographical condi-
tions, and without douot that is why it is universally used. There is al-
ways a strip of land along the fence lines that is not cultivated, ana an
open sight may be had along this strio, and the distance between corners
may be chained without interfering with tne growing crops. The radiation
method can be used equally as well, provided that the growing crops do not
interfere with the chaining or obscure the lines of sight. Farms are gene-
rally surveyed upon changing hands, and the principal thing to be ascertain
ed is the acreage. Possession is taken in the spring before the crops are
put in, and hence the surveyor is not limited in his choice of methods. The
intersection method can be used only in level open country, as all the cor-
ners of a field can seldom be seen from both ends of a bass line in hilly
wooded country. Hence with respect to applicability, the traverse method
has a slight advantage over the radiation method, and both of these are far
ahead of the intersection method.
METHODS Of RE-LOCATING LOST OR OBLITERATED SECTION CORNERS. .In the fore-
discussion the assumotion has been made that the corners of the field are
marked, but in a great number of cases the corners are either lost or oblit-
erated, and the surveyor is called upon bo re-locate them before he can
make a survey of tne field. Frequeatlj more time is used in locating tne
corners than in determining the acreage.
All land may be divided into two classes depending upon whether it was
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originally surveyed by metes and bounds or by the 0. 3. rectangular system
of surveying. All the states east of Ohio, • Kentucky, and Tennessee were sur-
veyed according to the first method, and the other states were surveyed by
the second method. Farms falling under the first class are frequently very
irregular in form, and. are bounded by numerous sides; while those in the
second class are square or rectangular. Below is given a description of a
tract of land surveyed by metes and bounds, which is typical of the farms
in hilly localities. "Beginning at a small sycamore sprout about 5 inches
in diameter growing out of the north side of a large sycamore at nearly
south side of Silver Creek; thence with the south side of said creek S 69°
45.' W, 43.4 poles to a stake; thence crossing Silver Greek S 82°15.' W, 62.3
poles to a stake near the end of a rock-fence corner to W. . L. . McKinney;
thence N 32°30' W, 17.3 poles to a stone corner to A'cKinney, N 78°00' .v, 8
poles to a stone corner to McKinney, N 38°15.' W, 12.0 poles to a small mark-
ed sugar tree corner to iVScKinney; thence N 21°30' li:, 11.3 poles to a stone
corner to McKinney; thence N 31°00' to, 107.4 poles to a stake in Green's
branch stone pointer on south side^ thence up Green's branch N 66°15.' E 107
poles, N 48°15.' £,26 poles, and N 27°15.' E to drain corner to Al Corneli-
son; thence up said drain S 68°00'£,24 poles to a stake at the head of a
drain; thence S 65°30' S, 26 poles to a stake on the south side of a wire
fence; thence with south side of same S 58°lo.' iii, 57 poles to a stake in
Pinkston's branch poplar pointer on west side corner to Al Gornelison;
thence down said branch with its meanders S 21°45' W, 24.2 poles, 3 30°00'
1* 15..2 poles , 3 36°15.' W, 16 poles, 3 14°00' W, 16.6 poles, 3 2°io' W,
19.6 poles, and 3 14°15' I, 52 poles to a stake on a knoll; thence H 87 tt 45'
W, 3 poles to a stake at the north edge of Barnes Mill road; thence 3 4°15.'
1^ < 19*6. poles to the beginning; containing 186.06 acres, more or less."
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The corners of fields originally surveyed by metes and bounds are much
more likely to have been preserved than the corners of those surveyed orig-
inally by the rectangular system. This statement is true for two reasons:
first, : because in the former esse the corner monuments were established by
the owners of the land, and were of a more permanent nature than the stakes
and mounds of earth used in a large number of cases as corners by the gov
ernment surveyors; second, because in the latter case a very large percent-
age of the corner monuments were destroyed during the construction of high-
ways,' which are located on the section lines.
An obliterated corner must not be confused with a lost corner. An oblit-
erated, corner is one where no visible evidence remains of the work of the
original surveyors in establishing it. Its location may however have been
preserved beyond all question by acts of landowners, and by the memory of
those who knew and recollect the true position of the original monument. In
such a case it is not a lost corner. A lost corner is one whose position
can not be determined beyond reasonable doubt either from original marks or
from reliable external evidence.
Before a survey can be made to obtain the acreage, it is essential that
all of the corners be located. Since in all re-surveys the location of cor-
ners is the principal object, and since no better evidence can be found that
the monument itself, it is very important that the surveyor should first
make sure that the corner is lost and not obliterated. If possible find out
from the original notes the material used in constructing the monument. If
of stone or iron, it will not be necessary to use the same care in digging
for it as in the case of a wooden post. First locate the position of the
corner as nearly as possible by fences, centers of highways, intersections
of highways, or by the testimony of reliable persons. By reliable persons
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is meant not only one who is honest and truthful but one who has also a
"sense of locality". Then with a spade remove the dirt to a reasonable
depth, radiating from the point first located. If proper care is taken a
radius of a few feet should be sufficient. Where the corner is in a highway
and has been covered up in the grading, it may De necessary to dig from
four to six feet deep. Usually monuments are found at a depth of from 6 to
24 inches. Where the original monument was a wooden post care must be taken
in digging for it, since one may unknowingly destroy the object of his
search by filling up the hole left by the decayed post. If the corner is
not found in this way, then the original field notes must be consulted for
witness trees; and if these are lacking or have been destroyed, the corner
is a lost corner, and must be re-located by measurement from the nearest
established corners. A complete copy of the original field notes are kept ir
the Secretary of State's office at the Capitol; and a copy of the main
features of the original notes are kept in the i-iecorder of Deed's office at
the court houses of the respective counties. In order to re-locate corners
intelligently, surveyors must understand thoroughly the methods used in mak-
ing the original surveys. Above all it must be remembered that the lost cor-
ner must be re-located in its original position, • as far as possible, regard
less as to whether or not that position is the theoretically correct one.
For the act of 1805. specifically states that " all the corners marked in the
field shall be established as the proper corners of the sections or quarter-
sections which they were intended to designate, and that corners of half and
quarter-sections not marked shall be pla.ced as nearly as possible equidistarjt
from those two corners which stand on the same line. Also the boundary lines
actually run and marked in the field shall be established as the proper bour
dary lines of the sections or subdivisions for which they were intended, and
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the length of such lines as returned by the Surveyor General shall be held
and considered the true length thereof".
When new measurements are made between two original stones, it will al-
most always happen that there will be a discrepancy between the new measure-
ment and the measurement recorded in the original notes. This discrepancy
generally arises from the difference in the length of the two chains used;
but in some cases errors were made in counting the chain lengths. When these
discrepancies occur, the missing corner must, in all cases, be established
at intervals proportionate to those given in the government notes.'
Quite frequently it is found impossible to follow the rule that " the
length of the lines returned by the surveyors shall be held and consideied
as the true length thereof", owing to the fact that the measurements con-
flict, and the surveyor must use his judgement as to which of the two or
more lines must yield. For instance, a corner on a township line is lost anc^
is to be re-located. Since the township line was run prior to the section
line, which passes through the corner, and since more care was taken in loca-
ting it than was taken in locating the section line, it is reasonable to
suppose that the lost corner is in line with the other corners on the town-
ship line, and that it is at distances from the existing corners proportion-
ate to the recorded distance; hence the missing corner would be located froir
this data even though its distance from the quarter-section corner south
does not check with the recorded distance.
The rules for re-locating lost or obliterated corners are as follows:
1. To Ke-locate Corners on Base Lines and Standard Parallels. Lost or
obliterated township, section, quarter-section, and meander corners are re-
established by proportionate measurements, conforming as nearly as possible
to the original field notes, on the line joining the nearest identified
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corners on opposite sides of the missing corner.
2. To Re-locate Township Corners common to four Townships. If the mis-
sing corner is on a base line, correction line, principal meridian, or
guide meridian, it is re-located as explained above. In all other cases,
the missing corner will be on two lines intersecting at right angles (approx-
imately), and the distances from this corner to the other corners on the
two lines are given in the original notes. The meridional line and the lati-
tudinal line have equal weight, so that the distances on both of them have
to be given consideration. Each line is taken separately and points are es-
tablished on each of them where the corner would come, if v the measurement
on .thai line only were taken into consideration. This give us two points.
Run an east and west line through the point on the meridional line, and a
north and south line through the point on the latitudinal line, and the in-
tersection of these lines gives the location of the missing point.
3. To Re-locate Corners common to two Townships. The missing corner is
established by proportionate distance on the line joining the two nearest
known corners.
4. To Re-locate Corners common to four Interior Sections. Such missing
corners are re-located, in the same manner as corners common to four town-
ships.
5.. To Re-locate Interior Quarter-Section Corners. In some of the older-
surveys the quarter-section corners were not placed midway between the sec-
tion corners, and it becomes necessary to consult the original notes for
the recorded distances; and the quarter-section corners are established by-
proportionate measurements. In all the late surveys the quarter-section cor-
ners were placed equidistant between the section corners, and they must be
re-established accordingly.
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After the surveyor has. re-located the missing corner in the best possi-
ble manner, the parties concerned are not obliged to accept it, as the de-
termination of its correct position is necessarily a judicial act, and must
be decided, by a court of competent jurisdiction. The surveyor would be an
expert witness, and his testimony would have proper weight. However, if the
parties concerned accept his location and carry it into effect by conform-
ing their occupancy to his lines, the corner as re-located is considered
the correct one and is recorded as such.
INSTRUMENTS. The idea is too prevalent that any transit can be used
equally well in farm surveying , . railroad surveying, city surveying, topo-
graphic surveying, etc.; and in buying an instrument the purchaser consults
a catalogue and selects a transit that suits his pocket-book rather than
one that is particularly adapted to its contemplated use.
A transit suitable for farm surveying should have the following points;
(1) The limb should be graduated to 30 minutes, should be numbered from
to 360 degrees, and should have two sets of numbers running in opposite
directions. The vernier should read to minutes preferably, but in no case '
should it read closer than 30 seconds.
(2) The telescope should contain fixed stadia wires.
(3) A level tube should be attached, to the telescope, so that the levels
necessary for farm drainage may be run.
The flag pole in general use is of wood, 1 1/2 inches in diameter, and
from 6 to 10 feet long. These flag poles have two disadvantages: first,
they are awkward, to carry in vehicles, street cars, or trains; second, they
are not adjustable in length. The writer has found in his own experience
that 3/8 inch iron rods 5 ft. long pointed at one end and with a connection
at the other, so that two or more may be joined together, fulfill the

requirements of the ideal rod. These rods a.re painted, in tne usual manner
and carried in a canvas bag, divided into compartments so that they will
not scratch each other. A leather handle is sewed to the canvas so that the
rods will balance when carried horizontally. Much time can be saved in the
field if the flag pole sighted at is long enough to appear above all ob-
structions. The ten-foot length is the most convenient and enables a stadia
reading for distance to be taken that could not be taken on a six-foot rod.
Some of the rods should have a connection on each end in case three have to
be joined, might of these flve-foct rods constitute a set.
©©HCLUSIQNS. Which method, of surveying should be used in any given case
depends entirely upon the conditions peculiar to that particular case. Each
of' the methods is best in some instances. Osage has declared, that the trav-
erse method, is the only one worth while, and it is very doubtful whether ei-
ther of the other two has ever been used in the survey of a farm. Under the
regime of the compass the traverse method was undoubtedly the only practica-
ble one, and since the introduction of the transit it has continued to be
used without it's being realized, that the limitations that prompted its use
have disappeared. Formerly linear measurements were more accurate than an-
gular measurements, but now the reverse is true. This is tne age of triangu-
lation, and. quicker and more accurate results can be obtained by triangula-
tion than by any other method. The use of the intersection method is limitec
,
it is true, by topographical features, but it is the most accurate of all -
provided that small angles are not necessary,- and it should be used when
the nature of the country will permit. The radiation method, should be given
equal standing with the traverse method, for its saving in time more than
compensates for its slightly limited use.- Frequently the sides of the field
have to be measured in order to re-locate the corners, and in such cases
the traverse method is the quickest and should be used. As any one of the
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methods is accurate enough for all practical purposes, the one that is
most applicable to the case in hand should be used.
Farm surveyors as a rule are not very enthusiastic over quick methods,
as. generally the longer the time spent in making the survey, the mere the
pay that they receive for their work. On the other hand, there are times
when the time in the field is limited and short methods are advantageous.
From an engineering point of view, the surveyor owes it to his employer to
give him his best services, as regards both time and results.
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CHAPTER EL.
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING.
.
Since traverse lines are always used as bases or skeletons from which
the topography is taken, this chapter is divided into two parts, viz.: (1)
traverses and (2) topography.
1. TRAVERSES.
Traverses are run in two different ways: first,' with the transit and
tape; and second, with the transit and stadia. Although each of these meth-
ods is more or less familiar to engineers, a brief outline of them is given
so that a clear distinction can be made between them.
In the first method, the transit is used to give the line and to measure
the deflection angles, the distances are measured with the tape, and the
elevations of the points along the traverse are determined by running a
line of spirit levels. If tne hand level is to be used in taking the topog-
raphy, stakes are driven on line every 100 ft., and the elevations of the
ground at each stake is found; but if the transit and stadia are to be used
stakes are placed at commanding points only. In the second method, the
transit is used not only to measure the deflection angles, but also to ob-
tain distances by means of the stadia and sometimes to determine elevations
by trigonometric leveling.
Numerous examples of the first method can be found in the experience of
all surveyors, as it is the one tnat has been used almost exclusively. To
what extent the second method has been used is not definitely known, but
only a few cases have been recorded in books or is technical magazines.
However, in those instances where it has been used, the results obtained

are worthy of note. The stadia was used in the survey of the boundary line
between the United States and Mexico in 1892-3. This line was 700 miles
long, running from El Paso to the Pacific, and topography was taken for
over a mile on each side. The first 100 miles of the traverse was run by
both methods, but at the end of this distance the tiro results checked so
closely that the use of the tape was discontinued. In the 100 miles where
both were used, six errors of a chain length each were discovered in the
chaining by means of the stadia. Professor D. 8. Smith of tne University of
Wisconsin was instrument man on this survey, and in an account of this work
he states that 45. miles were measured across the Yuma Desert between the
Colorado River and the 'i'inajas Altus Mountains with a total error of 39
meters as compared with the triangulation determination of the same dis-
tance. This is an average error of 1' in I860
'
; • however, on this work sta-
dia readings were not taken in the middle of the day, which accounts in
part for the high degree of accuracy attained.
Mr. fil. W. Douglas, Geographer of tne U. S. Geological Survey, in ftngi-
nsering News of April 23, '10, gives Table 2, which shows the results ob-
tained in a number of stadia surveys. The results of the Mexican Boundary-
Survey are also given in this taole, and it is to be noticed that the ac-
curacy varies from 1 in 285.00 to 1 in 600. This extreme variation is due
to the fact that in some places the conditions were very unfavorable, so
much so in fact that the errors in chaining through tnese places were about
1 in 85.0. The entire length of tne St. Douis Survey, which was a closed
traverse, was 40.4 miles; and at the end of the first ^2 miles the error
was 1 in 930 as given in Table 2, but in tne last part of the survey tne
former errors were compensated so that the final error was 1 in 6330. The
report of this survey states that all the stadia readings were too large

TABLE 2.
FAD!A MBASUREMIHT*
nJ WU v ill J. uiji.viin x L* j.u Hio FIR POPCj Ft Ct 1
1
1 Lake Survey 1. 5 1: 648
St. Louis Survey- 22. 1: 930
o Idaho Boundary 65. 1: 2560
4 Mexican Boundary 12. 3 1: 23500
5 ti ii 13. 2 1: 765
6 ii ii 8. 1 1: 600
7 it it 13. 5 1: 700
3 ii ii 14. 1: 3214
9 ii ii 61. 1 1: 1116*
10 ti ii 670. 1: 2200
11 Land Survey 36. 1: 2850
12 ii ii 36. 1: 3040
^Corrected chain error was 1:1373.
as shown by the fact that without exception the latitudes of the north and
south courses were more in error than the longitudes, and that the longi-
tudes of the east and west courses were more in error than the latitudes of
such courses. The only explanation of the fact that all the readings were
too large is that the stadia interval was determined incorrectly.
So far as the writer knows, the longest closed stadia traverse was used
in the Milie Lao bake Survey in Minnesota in 1909-10. The length of tnis
traverse was 73.2 miles, and contained over 200 square miles of area. The
traverse was used as the basis of a hydrographic survey of the lake; and
the stadia was used because it was decided that the increased accuracy
gained by using the triangulation method did not .justify the additional ex-
pense. The error of closure of the traverse was 179 ft. in a total length
of 386,op7 ft.; or an accuracy of 1:2160. The party that did this work con-
sisted of four men,- a chief of party who ran tne transit, a recorder who
sketched in the shore topography, ana two rod men.
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In 1902-3 an exploratory survey was made by the Florida last Coast
Hallway through that portion of the state of Florida lying south of lati-
tude 26° SO', and embraced the southern end. of Biscayne Fine Reef, the low-
er part of Mangrove Swamp, the Whitewater Bay, and the Great itfangrove Swamt
Owing to the nature of the country, chaining was impossible, and the stadia
was used. A map of a wider strip of country was desired tnan could oe oo-
tained by one center line; and a series of closed traverses were run. The
accuracy of the stadia traverses is shown in Table 5,»*
TABLE 3.
RESULTS OF STADIA TRAVERSES RUN ON FLORIDA FAST COAST RAILWAY SSB\£8¥.
NAME OF TRAVERSE.
TOTAL L'H
OP TRAVERSE.
.
NUMBER OF TOTAL CLOS-
ING ERROR.
ERROR.
.
Bisoayne Pineland 206,956 ft. 35 165 ft. 1: 1255
Link, No. 1 106,413 28 79 1: 1347
Gong Key, No. 1 120, 210 37 121 1: 993
Link, No. 2 59,450 15 38 1: 1565
" No. 3 30, 126 8 94 1: 331
" No. 4 38, 112 14 42 1: 907
Hammer Island 23,420 6 16 1: 1464
Link, No. 2 87, 281 127 141 1: 619
Whit ewat er Bay, No. 1 39, 953 61 32 1: 1248
Link, No. ' 2 19, 804 18 14 1: 1414
Goot Bay 14, 771 7 45 1: 328
Peter's Prairie, No. 1 10, 633 10 8 1:1335
Link, No. 2 13, 193 11 23 1: 573
Black Greek 96, 144 67 87 1: 1105
In 190o. a topographic surve,y was made oy the New York Aqueduct Commis-
sion of the Croton drainage area, which contained aoout bOOO acres, frimary
traverses were run along the roads, and the distances were carefully
measured with a steel tape. These traverses were run for the purpose of
furnishing the control for the property surveys which were made later,
mEngineering Record, April 9, 1904.-
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Stadia, traverses were them run throughout the area initiating from and ty-
ing into the primary traverses. The elevation? as determined by the stadia
checked out with errors of from 0.2 to 0.4 ft. This example is the only one
of those considered., in which the elevations were obtained by means of the
stadia distance and the vertical angle.
In some instances the transit has been used as a level with excellent
results. 'The most noteworthy survey in which this was done, was made in
1905. by Professor L. S. Smith, of Wisconsin University, wno had charge of
a joint state and federal survey of about o.OO miles in length along the
rivers of Wisconsin. Sines the Federal Government would not allow transit
levels to be taken unless they were checked by X levels, a line of Y levels
was run and bench marks were established. The results obtained along two of
the rivers are given in Tables 4 and o..
f&BLI 4.*
ACCURACY OF TRANSIT L1VELISG ON PESHTOGfi RIVER.
NO. . OF DISTANCE ERROR OF STRET
[
ACC i ERRORS
CHECK. IN MILES. PL CIS iUS E I . 1BR0RS : TOTAL PER MILE
1 2. 1 . 16 + . 16 . 08 + . 16 . 080
2 1. 9 . 17 - .17 . 08 + .01 . 002
r>O 3. 6 . 72 + .72 . 19 + . 71 . 090
4 1. 5 . 13 + .13 .09 + .84 . 090
5 4. 7 32 + .32 .07 + 1. 16 . 01
6 •2. 5 .13 + . 13 .05 + 1. 29 . 078
7 5. . 02 * .02 . 004 +1. 31 . 062
8 5. . 16 + .16 . 032 +1. 47 . 056
9 7. 6 .17 + .17 .022 +1. 64 . 049
10 4. . 94 - . 94 . 23 + . 70 . 018
11 5. 1 . 46 - .46 .09 + . 24 . 005
12 2.4 .04 - .04 . 017 + . 20 . 004
IS. 3.6 . .81 + . 81 o
**>
• «io +i. oi . 020
14 1. 3 .03 - .03 .02 + .98 . 020
*1907 Proceedings of the Ill.Soc. of Eng'rs and Surveyors.
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TABLE 5*
ACCURACY OF TRANSIT' LEVELING OA! BLACK RIVEfL.
KO. • OF
CHECK
DISTANCE
IK MILES
: ; OF STRETCH AGODLi. ERRORS
Pi"t [;~ U T OTIC!Jfl X El U O P7i;P UTT.lt! TOTAL PER IHLE
1 2. 8 . 09 + .09 . 04 + .09 . 040
2 2. 3 . 44 + .44 . 20 * . 53 . 120
3 2. 4 . 17 . 69 - . 52 .20 + .01 .001
4 3. 6 . 23 - .31 . 09 - .30 . 029
5 4. 6 . 14 - .14 . 08 - .44 .030
6 5. 2 1. 50 +1. 50 .29 + 1. 06 . 050
7 3. e . 57 - .57 . 15 . 49 . 020
8 3. 2 1. 01 +1. 01 . o J- + 1. 50 . 055
9 3. 6 . 72 . 90 - .18 . 05 + 1. 32 .042
10 3. 6 1. 20 +1. 20 S3 + 2. 52 .073
11 6. 8 . 49 . 59 - .10 . 02 + 2. 42 . 060
12 4. 6 . 31 . 75 - .44 . 09 + 1. 98 . 044
13 5. 2 . 27 . 17 + . 10 . 02 + 2. 08 . 041
14 1. 8 .78 - .78 .40 + 1. 30 . 025
15 5. 8 . 79 - . 79 . 14 + . 51 . 009
In computing the errors given in Table?; 4 and 5, the Y level elevations
were considered correct. The transit used on these river surveys was a
"Wisconsin Special", designed by Professor Smith and manufactured by the
Keuffer & fisser Co. The attached bubble had a sensibility of 0.1 inch = 20
seconds. The average length of sight was 900 ft., and the instrument man
was a student who had completed the sophomore year at the university of
Wisconsin and who had had no previous experience in work of this kind. The
accuracy of transit leveling is illustrated in these two river surveys. In
the Black River Survey the average error per mile varied from .001 ft. at
the end of 7 miles to .078 ft. at the end of 34.6 miles, and at the end of
5.8.0 miles it was .009 ft.; and in the Peshtogo River Survey the average
error per mile varied from .002 ft. at the end of 4 miles to .078 it. at
*1907 Proceedings of the 111. Soc. of Engineers and Surveyors.
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the end of 16.3 miles, and at the end of 50.2 miles it was .02 ft. In the
Black River Survey the maximum error at any point vraa 2.52 ft., and in the
Peshtogo River Survey the maximum error was 1.64 ft.
When the transit is ussd to obtain elevations, the difference between
the elevations of any two adjacent transit points should be determined by
observations taken from each of the stations. The advantages of this are
twofold: first, each observation acts as a check upon the other; second,
usually one of the observations is clearer and more valuable than the other
owing to the fact that one line of sight is farther from tne ground than
the other, and hence is not so much affected by the heat vibrations. When
the conditions under which the two observations are made are the same, the
two results should be averaged; but when the conditions vary greatly, the
most reliable result should be taken as correct. When the elevations of two
adjacent stations do not differ by more than five feet, the transit can be
used as a level without any intermediate set-ups; • but should the difference
exceed this amount, one or more extra set-ups are necessary. Rather than
take the time to make any extra set-ups, the difference of elevations can
be obtained by reading the vertical angle, or in other words by trigonomet-
ric leveling. However, trigonometric leveling is not as accurate as transit
leveling, and should not be used except for short traverses or for those i
that do not require a greater accuracy. If the bubble on the transit has a
sensitiveness of 0.10 inch ( one division ) = 20 seconds, and is not off
center more than one half of a division - and there is no reason why it
should ever be off more than this,- the error at 1000 ft. will be 0.05 ft.
Since the vertical arc is seldom graduated to read closer than single min-
utes, an error of 30 seconds can be made in the angle. Assuming that the
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only error is in the inability to read the vertical arc closer than 30 sec-
onds, the resulting error at 1000 ft. would be O.lo. ft. But, owing to the
fact that plate levels are never very sensitive, the vertical axis of the
transit may not be vertical, and consequently the vertical arc may not read
zero as it should when the attached bubble is in the center of its race.
This index error will vary for different orientations of the alidade. Pro-
fessor Smith, of the University of Wisconsin, was the first to remedy this
evil by placing a bubble of 20 seconds' sensitiveness on the frame to which
the verniers are attached, and by attaching a tangent screw to the frame.
By means of the tangent screw the bubble is kept in the center of its tube,
and the line joining the zeros on the verniers will then be horizontal,
since this line is parallel by adjustment to the axis of the bubble. The
advantage of this attachment is that vertical angle readings are practical-
ly independent of the plate levels. The vertical arc Dubble is an important
addition to any transit used for taking tocography, and at present it is
found only on the "Wisconsin Special".
In determining elevations by either transit or trigonometric leveling,
it must be remembered that the results must be corrected for curvature and
refraction. This is too often neglected, and the large discrepancy resulting
between the elevations obtained by spirit and trigonometric leveling is at-
tributed to the inaccuracy of the stadia method, rather than to the igno-
rance of the observer. The combined effect of curvature and refraction is
0.67f( distance in miles)
f
Before a traverse is run, there are two questions which mast be decided:
first, shall the distance be measured with the tape or with the stadia;
second, shall the elevations of points along the traverse be determined by
Y leveling, by transit leveling, or by trigonometric leveling? In deciding
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these questions there are several points that must be considered, viz.:
-
1. Does tne purpose of the survey demand a greater average accuracy in
the length of the traverse courses than 1 in 1000? If the traverse is to
be platted to a scale of 200 ft. to the inch, which is the usual scale, it
is impossible to lay off on the drawing paper any distance within two feet
of its correct length. Traverse courses are seldom over 1200 ft. in length,
and an error of two feet in the platting would give an accuracy to the
platted course of 1 in 600. dince this degree of accuracy was the lowest
obtained in any of the surveys cited above, it would seem that the stadia
measurement of distances is sufficiently accurate for all topographic tra-
verses, bines this is true, and since stadia measurements can be ma.de more
rapidly and more economically than tape measurements, there should be no
hesitancy on the part of the surveyor in choosing the stadia in preference
to the tape for measuring his traverse distances. The fact that the stadia
method has been used oy the U. 3. . Government, by state authorities, and by
prominent city engineers is an excellent testimonial of its value.
2. Does the increased accuracy in the elevations of points along the
traverse line as obtained by spirit leveling justify the additional ex-
pense incurred by this method? If the Y level is used two additional men,
a levelman and a rodman, are required, and their salaries amount to more
than the extra time used by the transit party in taking elevations with the
transit. In spirit leveling an error of 0.05 ft. per mile is considered
fair work; and in a long line soire of the errors will be plus and some mi-
nus, and thus balance each other. The laws of chance decree th a"t tne sous re
root of the number of errors will remain unbalanced; and assuming this to
be true, the allowable error in any distance can be obtained from the ex-
pression, 0.05. ft.Vdistance in miles. In transit leveling, assuming the
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average length of sight to be 1000 ft., there would be five rod readings
in a mile. If the bubble is off center or out of adjustment one half a di-
vision ( 10 seconds of arc ), the error in the rod reading at 1000 ft.
would be 0.05 ft; and if 2.2 of the 5. rod-reading errors are unbalanced,
the resulting error in a mile would be 0.11 ft. Therefore the allowable
error in transit leveling in any distance is 0.11 ft. \/ distance in miles.
In trigonometric leveling the length of sight is the same as in transit
leveling; but the error in a rod reading may be 0.15. ft, or three times
the error made in transit leveling. Hence,' the allowable error in trigono-
metric leveling is 0.83 ft. V-'istancs i 1_! miles. In the previous discussion
transit leveling and trigonometric leveling have been taken separately, but
they are so closely relsted that they should be taken as one. For instance,
a vertical angle reading should never be taken when it is possible to ob-
tain a level reading; and if a level reading can not be had without an ad-
ditional set-up,> it is better to take a vertical angle reading. Using the
two together and to an equal extent, an accuracy of 0.22 ft. istance in
miles could be attained - an accuracy about one fourth as great as that
possible with the Y level. So then, the engineer has only to decide the
accuracy necessary to the work in hand, in order to know which method to
use. As far as topographic surveys are concerned, it would seem that an ac-
curacy equal to that obtained in the surveys cited above would be sufficien
It must always be remembered that " the best surveyor is not he who is ex-
tremely accurate in all his work,, but he who does it just accurately enough
for the pur-nose without waste of time or money".
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3. TOPOGRAPHY. .
'
There are two distinct methods of taking topography, namely, the hand-
level method and the stadia method. Each of these is applicable to a par-
ticular class of topography, though tney are frequently used indiscriminate-
ly.
HAND-LEVEL METHOD. Where the hand-level method is used the following
steps are necessary: (a) a traverse line is run and stakes are placed at
regular intervals; (b) the elevation of the ground at the foot of each
stake is determined by running a line of spirit levels; (c) at each or cer-
tain of the traverse-line stakes an imaginary line is run at right angles
to the traverse line, the direction being determined by the eye; (d) by
means of the hand level, tape, and leveling roc] — .he elevation of the
ground at each stake taken from the level note., oeing used as a bench mark
for that particular cross-section, — the points -where the desired contour
lines intersect this imaginary line are noted; (e) tne above data are plat-
ted and contour lines are drawn through those points having the same eleva-
tion. This method is particularly applicable to railroad and highway pre-
liminary surveys, where the topography of a narrow strip of land is all
that is desired. However, for distances over 300 ft. on each side of the
traverse line, this method is not economical, nor is it sufficiently accu-
rate. Gare must be taken to establish the imaginary line as nearly at right
angles to the traverse line as possible, and to follow it closely. The
usual method of establishing a right angle is to stand sideways along the
traverse line with arms extended, palms facing inward, and then to bring
the palms together in front. One rapidly becomes proficient in establishing
right angles in this way, and tne writer has known men who could repeatedly
do this with an accuracy of 1 ft. in 100 ft.
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The hand level is used In the same way as is the spirit level, the prin-
cipal function of each being to establish a horizontal line of sight; and
the computations for determining the height of instrument and the eleva-
tions of points is the same in each case, though in the former the computa-
tions are made mentally and are not recorded. The instrument man finds the
elevation of the station from the level book, and adds to this the height
of his eye above the ground to determine the height of his eye above datum;
then from this elevation he subtracts the elevation of the contour that he
wishes to locate, and the difference is the reading of the rod when its
bottom is on the contour in question. The distance from the instrument man
to the rod man is then measured with the tape, or paced if the nature of
the ground permits, and the distance is either recorded in a note book or
platted on a field sketch. The instrument man places his heels at the point
where the rod was previously held, • and the rod man proceeds until the dif-
ference between the instrument man's height of eye above the ground and the
rod reading is equal to the contour interval, thus locating the next con-
tour. Beginners frequently use a forked stick five feet long as a support
for the hand level, but in a short while this is found unnecessary and is
discarded. The topography should be platted on sheets 11 by 3 1/2 inches
cross-ruled to tenths of an inch and fastened with thumb tacks to a light
board. k Springf ield Drawing Kit,. 12 1/2 by 10 inches,, is very well adapted
to this purpose, containing as it does a T-square and two triangles fasten-
ed to the under side in such a way as not to interfere with the drawing be-
ing done on the upper side. A canvas cover should oe made for this outfit
so as to protect the notes from the weather. Any scale can be used depend-
ing upon the space necessary for sketching in the contours in a clear un-
cramped manner. Knowing the nature of the country, a sufficient number of

sheets may be prepared the night before for use in the field the following
day. The center line should be marked and the elevation of each station
written in the proper place, so that the instrument man will have before
him in the field the elevation of any station that he may need without hav-
ing to refer to a book. A good instrument man will have no trouble in manip'
ulating both the hand level and this drawing board. Of course if the coun-
try is very rough a topographer is absolutely necessary; and this position
should be taken by the best man in the party, as it is by far the most im-
portant.
A specially constructed leveling rod can be used to advantage in hand-
level topography. It consists of a rod 10 ft. long with spools or pulleys
at each end, and a tape 20 ft. long graduated to feet and tenths passing
over the pulleys, the ends being fastened together to form a belt. The tape
is graduated with the numbers increasing from the top to the bottom. This
rod can be made for a few dollars and is much easier to use than an ordina-
ry leveling rod. The rod is used in the foilov.Ting manner: An index is mark-
ed on the side of the rod at the height of the instrument man's eye above
the ground, the instrument man calls out the elevation of the station, and
the rodman slips the tape until the index on the side of the rod reads the
elevation of the station;- then when the horizontal line of sight strikes
the rod at an even five or ten foot reading, the bottom of the rod is on
the contour sought. For example, the elevation of the center stake is 753.3
so the rodman moves the tape until 7.3 on the tape is opposite the index
mark; and then when the instrument man reads either 5..0 or 10.0 on the rod,
the bottom of the rod is on the 765 or the 760 contour, respectively. Thus
all the computations are made automatically, and there is no chance of an
error's being made, oince the 0, o,, 10, and 15. ft. graduations are the only
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ones read by the instrument man, they should be marked larger and heavier
than the other graduations, and should oe colored so as to be easily dis-
tinguished at a distance of 100 ft.
STADIA METHOD.' There are two ways of taking topography by the use of
the stadia, viz.: first, the vertical angle method which is applicable to
all angles; and second, the interval method which is applicable to angles
up to 5°.
VERTICAL ANGLE mbthod. Id taking topography by this method, the pro-
cedure is: (a) a traverse line is run before or at the same time that the
topography is taken, and stakes are placed at deflection' points and, in the
event of a long tangent, at intervals of about 1200 ft.; (b) the transit is
oriented knowing the azimuth of the traverse line, and the azimuth of a
line to any contour point is read on the horizontal limb, and its distance
obtained by means of the stadia; (c) the vertical angle is read for each
contour point; (d) the horizontal and vertical components are reduced from
the vertical angles and the inclined distances; (e) the contour points are
platted on the map by means of a protractor, and the contour lines are lo-
cated by interpolation.
Discussion. The impression is given in step two that the transit is al-
ways set un on the traverse line, which is strictly true only when topogra-
phy is wanted of a narrow strip of country all the determining features of
which are visible from the traverse line and are within the limits of sta-
dia measurement. However when the country is very rough, secondary traverse
will have to be run initiating from the primary traverse and running up val-
leys or along ridges as far as necessary. Another method which is frequent-
ly used is to set up the transit at some commanding point from whieb two
points on the traverse line are visible, and to take a stadia reading to
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each point, i thus locating the transit point with respect to the traverse
line. The vertical angles are also read for each point so that two separate
observations are made for the elevation of the transit point. Tne magnetic
azimuth is then taken for one of the lines, and is used in orienting the
transi b.
Most young instrument men make the mistake of reading the azimuths of
the lines to contour points to the nearest minute. Such accuracy is abso-
lutely foolish, and time thus used is wasted. In reading the azimuths of
lines to contour points, only the index of the vernier should be used, and
the value of the angle should be estimated to the nearest 6. minutes for the
longest sights, and to the nearest 10 minutes for average sights. But a
good transit man can estimate angles to 5, minutes as easily and quickly as
to 10 minutes, hence this degree of accuracy should be used even though it
gives results more accurate than can be platted. •
The vertical angle should be read to the nearest minute, and care should
be taken to keep the plate levels in adjustment and to keep the bubbles in
the centers of their tubes, otherwise there will always be an index error.
Some engineers claim that the standard plate levels are not sensitive
enough to give sufficiently accurate results in the vertical angles. This
is possibly true as far as determining the elevations of transit points is
concerned; but for contour points, the standard plate levels are accurate
enough.
Stadia reductions are made in three ways; (1) by reduction tables, (2)
by stadia slide-rule, and (3) by trigonometer. All books on topographic
surveying give reduction tables, which consist of the horizontal and verti-
cal components for all angles up to 30° and for distances of 100 ft. The
tables are entered with the vertical angle as an argument, and the quanti-

ties found are multiplied by the rod reading. There are several stadia
slide-rules on the market, viz. ;• Colby ' s, Webb's, and Keuffer & Eases' Go's.
The writer prefers the last named slide rule as it can be carried into the
field more easily than the others,, and because of its ease of operation.
The slide rule is much more convenient and quicker than the tables, and it
is rapidly supplanting all other devises.
INTERVAL METHOD. . The interval method differs from the vertical angle
method only in the manner of determining elevations, these being obtained
by the gradienter instead of by the vertical arc. This method derives its
name from the fact that the space or interval between the upper and lower
cross-hairs as read on the stadia board is used in determining differences
of elevations; Pig. 12 illustrates the way in which tnis is done. The at-
tached bubble is brought to the center of its tube and the reading on the
Fig. 12.
head of the gradienter screw is noted. The line of sight is now represented
in tig. 12 by AB. The gradienter screw is turned through two complete revo-
lutions,' and the point B moves to 0, the distance BC being an interval,
Four revolutions move the line of sight through two mors intervals, and now
the middle cross-hair is projected on the stadia board at S, and the rod
reading is noted. Ons of the extreme cross-hairs is now placed on some even
division, on the rod and the interval is read. This interval is the same
that is used in getting the distance by multiplying it by the stadia factor
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The interval multiplied by the number of' intervals turned through, plus
the reading on the rod at I gives the difference of elevation between the
height of instrument and the point on which the rod is held. If the rod is
above the plane of the instrument, tne rod reading is subtracted instead of
added.
Discussion. Tne gradient©* head is graduated into fifty divisions, each
of which has a value of 0.10 ft. in terms of the intercept on the rod at
1000 ft.; and there is no reason why .an error of over 0.0-3. ft. should be
made in a distance of 1000 ft. This degree of accuracy is three times as
great as that obtained by means of the vertical arc. In securing the eleva-
tions of transit stations, .the superiority of tne interval method is readi-
ly apparent. However, as far as the elevations of contour points are con-
cerned, nothing is gained by an increased accuracy; and the method which is
the easiest and quickest of application should be used. The interval method
is new and it has been used very little; but as soon as it is generally
understood, there is no question but that it will be used to a very great
extent. The writer does not know of any book on topography that gives this
method, and the first article describing it was written by iv'r. E. ML Dougla ii
and appeared in the Engineering News of April 28th, 1910. In the Sept. Is,
1910,^ issue of the same magazine, Mr. Adolpn ivlyer, (J.. S. Junior Engineer,
St. Paul, ;viinn., gives a very complete discussion of its use and applicabil-
ity. Owing to the fact that the line of sight is inclined, the stadia inter-
val will be too large, and it must be corrected before it is multiplied by
the number of intervals turned through . The following rule, formulated by
Mr. Vlyer, gives the correction sufficiently accurate for all practical pur-
poses up to 11 intervals: "No correction is necessary up to three intervals,
but when more than three intervals are read reduce their rod equivalent by
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0. 10;6 of itself for each interval turned through". The limit of the number
of intervals used is determined by the run of the gradienter screw, and is
equivalent to an angle of 5°.
If the instrument has no gradienter it Kill be necessary: (1) to note
where the middle line of sight intersects some object in the field of view
when the bubble is in the center of its tube; (2) by means of the tangent
screw on the vertical arm, to raise the lower cross-hair or lower the upper
cross-hair, as the case may be, until it occupies the same position that
the middle cross-hair previously occupied; (3) to note where the upper
cross-hair intersects some object, and to raise the lower cross-hair until
it is projected on the same object, or vice versa; (t) to continue laying
off the intervals in this way until the rod itself can be read. It is read-
ily seen that, even if definite points could be found in the field of view,
this procedure requires more time than is required by the gradienter method
But the principal objection is that definite points are hard to find, and
sometimes it is impossible to find any; for example, when the horizontal
line of sight intersects the sky.
Mr. Myer has used the interval method extensively on the Minnesota River
Survey, • using an instrument not equipped with a gradienter screw, and has
covered about 300 sq. mi. of topography, averaging about 175 shots to the
square mile. He states that out of 3,038 consecutive shots, 5.0. 8# contained
intervals, 6.6;4> contained vertical angles, and 42.6,6 were level readings;
and that the average number of intervals per shot was 2.35. Table 6 shows
some of the results obtained by Mr. Myer,. and tney are very interesting.
The background against which the intervals were layed off consisted of new-
ly cultivated land, a grassy hill-side, and waving tree tops varying from
15.0 ft. to half a mile distant from the instrument. Not only did Mr. Myer
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TABLE 6.
Pi 1 et *ti onAPLy J- O - - 1 - -> .-
between
D. U. D s
Diff
.
of
HI sv.
Error of mean baok
and foresight read.
Maximum error of
single reading
Minimum error of
single reading
Intervals V. ' Ang. • Intervals 7. . Ang. Intervals V.' Ang,
1160 63. 41 -. 06 ft. -.14 ft.' -.11 ft.- -.29 ft. -. 01 ft. +. 01 ft.
1308 23. 88 + . 01 +. 13 +. 04 + . 27 -.01 -.02
1010 65. 03 + . 01 -. 49 ±. 03 -. 63 00 -.43
1213 78. 81 +. 05 -. 38 +. 03 -.43 +.01 -.31
get more accurate results by the interval method,, but he also found that
results could be obtained more rapidly both in the field and in the office.
If this is true, there can be no doubt but that the gradienter method
of laying of the intervals will give more accurate differences of elevation
than the vertical angle method. In taking topography it is not necessary to
level up for each shot, and frequently several points can be taken with the
same interval, or in other words with the telescope inclined at the same
angle; but even though the telescope is at the same angle, the rod will not
be the same distance away in each case
;
so that it is only the number of in-
tervals that remains the same. Where several shots can be taken with the
telescope inclined at the same angle the interval method is an exceedingly
quick one.
The most important quantity in the two equations used in making stadia
reductions is the interval factor. If this is incorrect, every result will
be incorrect regardless of the care used in reading the rod intercept and
the vertical angle. The method of determining the interval factor given in
all books on this subject assumes that the density of the two strata of air
through which the two lines of sight pass is the same. But this is not true
and the densities of the two strata are not only not equal but vary greatly
themselves; so that the interval factor as determined at different hours of
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the day, or at the same time on days of different atmospheric conditions,
or at different seasons of the year will vary as much as 1 in 300. This
difference in the refractive power of the air strata through which the two
lines of sight pass has been termed differential refraction by Professor
Smith of the University of Wisconsin, who has made some valuable experi-
ments along this line. The results of his investigation appeared in the
Wisconsin Bulletin, Vol. 1, Wo. 5, and proved that an accuracy of 1 ft. in
2000 ft. could be attained on short lines of from one to one half miles;
and that on longer lines this accuracy increased until at the end of 18
miles the error was 1 ft. in 10000 ft. This difference of refractive power
was noticed by Colonel Walker during the Great Trigonometric Survey of
India between two stations called War and Jeto,' which were 13 miles apart.
Nar was situated on a table land between two riv=r valleys, and Jeto was in
one of the valleys; and the country between them was very level. Helio-
tropes were used on the work, • and since in this instance it was thought
that the ordinary heliotrope would not be high enough to be visible, a sec-
ond one was placed 16 ft. above the first. The direct line between the in-
strument at Nar and tne lower heliotrope at Jeto passed through the ground
for a distance of about chree miles, and the minimum distance from the line
to the second heliotrope and the ground was about o.. 3 ft. Botn heliotropes
were visible for an hour after sunrise and before sunset^ out in the middle
of the day the lower one was never visible,' and the upper one only at times.
Colonel Walker noticed one afternoon that the two heliotropes seemed very
close together; « and upon measuring tne angle subtended by them, he found
it to be only 16.6. seconds, while the real angle was 49. o. seconds. A few
mornings later he measured tne angle again and obtained a result of 97.7
seconds, which was six times the value of the angle as previously determine!.

After this, differential refraction was carefully studied and the results
obtained and the conclusions drawn from them are given in the report of
this survey. It was decided that the lower ray was more refracted than the
upper ray in the evening, and that in the morning the reverse was true.
However, the variation of the refraction in the lower ray was always much
greater than in the upper.
Professor Smith established the following facts from his experiments:
1. The maximum unsteadiness of the air occurs when the difference in the
temperature of the air and the earth is a maximum, and not when the air is
at its highest temperature.
2. There is very little unsteadiness of the air on cloudy days, even
with high temperatures.
3. The differential refraction is less in the afternoon than in the fore
noon.
4. The amount of unsteadiness in the air strata between 4 and 1 meters
above the ground increases very slowly as the strata approaches the ground;
but between 1 and 1/2 meters,- the amount of unsteadiness increases very rao
idly. In the tests made with the rod at a distance of 200 meters, the rate
of change of unsteadiness between 1 and 1/2 meters of the ground was 18
times the rate of change between 1 and 4 meters of the ground; and with the
rod at 100, 200, 300, and 400 meters, the average rate of change between
the strata 1/2 and 1 meters above the ground was 5 times "that between 1 and
4 meters.
In view of the above facts, there is little wonder that the accuracy of
results ordinarily obtained with the stadia is low. Frequently it is assum-
ed that the makers have so spaced the cross-hairs that the interval factor-
is 100, and the instrument is not tested to determine whether or not this
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is true. And even when the interval factor is determined by observations,
the test is usually made under favorable conditions and during a period of
perhaps one half hour on one day only, • and the results obtained are used
under all atmospheric conditions and during all the seasons of the year.
The interval factor should be determined, under conditions as similar as
possible to those actually met y;ith in the field; and. since these condi-
tions are continually changing, it is necessary that interval^ factors be
determined at different hours of the day and on days of different atmosnher|f
ic conditions, and that the average of these determinations be considered
the value that most nearly satisfies average field conditions. Although the
factor so determined, will give slightly erroneous results for a single ob-
servation, yet at the end of a day's run, these errors will have practical-
ly balanced each other and the accuracy of the final result will be very
high. As stated, above, the accuracy attained by Professor Smith was 1 in
2000 for short lines, and for long lines it was 1 in 10000,- results as ac-
curate as can be obtained by ordinary chaining. A more consistent accuracy
can be obtained if several intervals factors are used, each being applica-
ble to the conditions existing at different uours of the day and on differ-
ent days. This of course requires additional stadia reduction tables, and
it is simply a question as to whether or not such increased, accuracy justi-
fies the extra work.
It is to be hoped that engineers will realize the importance of more ac
curate interval-factor determinations, for by so doing the usefulness of
the stadia will be greatly enhanced and. the present cost of certain classes
of surveys will be considerably reduced.
phototopograpey,. Photography was first applied to topography in 1851
by Oolonel Laussedat in France. Since then it has been used extensively in
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Austria., Alaska, Canada, Germany, Italy, Russia, Spain, Sweden, < and the
United States. Phototopography consists in taking photographs of the coun-
try in question from several stations previously located, by triangulation,
and in projecting the prominent features iconometrically. The surveys above
mentioned were platted to scales of from 1:5.000 to 1:100000; and while
these small scales are satisfactory for government surveys having a contour
interval of 100 ft.,, they would not answer for special technical surveys
requiring a contour interval of 5. ft. or less. Although phototopography as
above defined is not applicable to ordinary topographic surveys, still
there is no doubt but that photography can be used advantageously in the
following ways:
1. Photographs taken from suitable stations on the traverse line with
the camera pointed (1) forward along the traverse line and (2) in the di-
rection of the most important topographical features while the stadia rod
is being held upon them, would be of great assistance to the draftsman in
locating his contours, and would decrease the number of stadia shots taken
in the field.
2. Capitalists and business men not accustomed to reading topographic
maps can get a much better idea of the country from a series of photographs
used in connection with the map than they could from the map alone.
3. A great deal more information concerning the nature of the soil and
of rock formations can be had from photographs than from explanatory notes
in the field note-book.
4. The value of improved real estate can be better understood and esti-
mated from photographs than from descriptions.
5.. Special obstacles encountered in the field can best be shown by pho-
tographs.
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CONCLUSIONS. The results obtained in the surveys cited in the first
part of this chapter snow that by an intelligent use of the stadia a great-
er accuracy can be obtained than is ordinarily thought to be possible; and
that by taking differential refraction into consideration, results can be
had which compare favorably with those obtained by the use of the tape. How-
ever even with ordinary care, there is no doubt but that the field data nil*
be at least as accurate as the platted results. As far as the side shots
for topography are concerned, the methods in use at present are sufficient-
ly accurate, and it is simply a question as to whether or not time can be
saved by using the interval method of determining elevations instead of the
vertical angle method. The writer believes:
1. That the interval factor • should be determined from a number of obser-
vations taken at different hours of the day and under different atmospheric
conditions, iiiach interval-factor determination should be the average of the
results obtained with the stadia, rod at different distances from the transr .
As far as possible the tests should be made under the same conditions that
will prevail in the field work. It is very important that the tests be made
by the man who is to use the instrument in the field, as the difference in
the personal equations of instrument men is sometimes quite large.
2. That practically all topographic traverses should be run with the sta-
dia, and that the differences of elevations should be determined (1) by
transit leveling when the difference is small, (2) by the interval method
for angles up to five degrees, and (3) by the vertical angle method for an-
gles greater than five degrees.
3. That the azimuths of lines to contour points should be read to the
nearest five minutes only.
4. That an instrument used for taking topography should be equipped with
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a gradienter screw and with a level of 20 seconds' sensitiveness attached
to the vertical arc frame.

CHAPTER III.
RAILROAD SURVEYING.
Although all books on railroad location give methods of railroad sur-
veying, they do not give sufficient detail regarding the general plan of
attack of location problems. It is to be deplored that the engineers who
have done most of the railroad location in the United States in the past
thirty or forty years have not placed on record tne results of their years
of experience. As a matter of fact very little nas been written on this
most important branch of engineering. Those who have been the most suc-
cessful have been too busy or else lacked the inclination to write of
the interesting problems with which their experience abounds. The practice
in railroad location-surveys in one part of the United States is entirely
different from that in another part, so that rules which will apply in
one locality will not apply at all in others,
j
All country can be broadly classed in three divisions: (1) level prairie
country offering no obstacles in tne way of hills, valleys, etc., and
allowing the locating engineer much latitude in the placing of his line,
and consequently reducing distance and curvature to a minimum; (2) rolling
hilly country through which several lines are possible, none of them de-
parting to any great extent from the direct line between controlling points
(3) mountainous country which taxes the skill and ingenuity of the locating
engineer to the utmost. The methods of surveying used in reconnaissance,
preliminary, and location will be discussed for each of these three class-
es of country.
RECONNAISSANCE SURVEYING . Tne business of a railroad company is to
manufacture and. sail transportation; and if the sale of transportation is

not sufficient to pay a profit on the money invested, the road is a
failure. The terminals and intermediate points connected by a railroad
are determined by its promoters with a view to the amount of traffic that
can be expected from them. The nature of the traffic, the amount of the
traffic, and the direction of heaviest haul determine the maximum gradient
and the maximum curvature advisable. The locating engineer is then sent
into the field with instructions to .join certain points using stated max-
imum grades and curves. The first thing to oe determined is the direction
of the lines joining controlling points. This can be found from a map of
the country; and as there are very few localities of which a map of some
sort can not be had, the above information can be obtained to a more or
less accurate degree before going into the field. A reconnaissance is then
made by the locating engineer, whicn consists of an investigation of the
strip of country through which the road is to pass, as tne result of which
some of the routes are eliminated as imoractical and one or more chosen
for a more detailed survey. The instruments used in tne reconnaissance
survey are the pocket transit, range finder, field glasses, aneroid barom-
eter, watch, hand level, > pedometer, and pocket sextant.
If the country is of the first class, no reconnaissance is necessary
and the survey is in the nature of a preliminary, for country of the
second class, the reconnaissance should be made on horseback rather than
in a vehicle, and across country rather than along the highways, thus
following the direction of the line determined from the map. If in follow-
ing the direct line between controlling points, obstacles are met with
which can not be surmounted, such as high hills, the engineer should ex-
plore on both sides of the obstacle and decide if possible which route
offers the least resistance. After passing the obstacle, he should not
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attempt to continue on the same line as before, but on one having the same
bearing; and the distance from the direct line should be carefully esti-
mated. On coming to the next obstacle, other things being equal, he should
deflect in the direction of the direct line. Before deflecting from a
straight line, the engineer must be sure that his reasons for so doing are
.justifiable from an economic standpoint, .in country of the second class it
is seldom that grades cause much trouble, and the main lookout of the
locating engineer is to keep the amount of curvature as low as possible.
The pocket transit shown in the aceompaning
cut is used to obtain magnetic bearings, and to
roughly measure vertical angles, The aneroid
barometer and hand level are used for determin-
ing differences of elevation. Ihe pedometer
records the number of steps taken by the engineer
or by his horse, and the length of their respect-
ive paces being knov:n distances can be determined.
The range finder and pocket sextant measure angles,
and distances can be obtained by triangulat ion.
If the country will permit of a horse's keeping
an even gait, the pedometer can oe used advanta-
geously; but where the country is rough or badly
broken, it is impossible for the horse to take pocket j^^..
uniform steps, and. consequently the results
obtained will not be trustworthy.
The penta-prism range finder, a cut of which
is showily is a very convenient instrument and
B
can frequently be used to advantage.
Penta-prism Ran<?e Finder.
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Since this instrument is not generally known, an explanation of its use
will be given. It is held with the thumb and fore-finger of the right hand
with the large flat face horizontal, and with, the face, 0, two or three
inches from the eye. A flag pole, stick, or convenient tree is located on
the left of the observer at least 100 ft. away. The observer stands facing
the object, • 0, whose distance away is desired, and looks at it over the
top of the range finder at the same time observing the o
reflection of the object, 0', on the left in the prism,
lith the shutter cn face C at A,, the observer moves his
position until the two objects coincide, and the point,
P, is marked on the ground. The slide is then moved to
B on face C and the observer moves to the right along
the line 0'P, as shown in Pig, 13, until the objects °
and 0' again coincide, and the point, P', is marked. ]j'ig. 13
The distance between P and P 1 is then measured, and this distance multi-
plied by fifty gives the distance of the object, 0, from the observer.
The pocket sextant may be used in very much the same way. The observer
constructs a right angle, lays off a base-line distance of at least 100 ft
on the short leg, and measures the angle at the other end of tne base line
The point whose distance away is desired is of course at the fartner end
of the long leg of the right anuie triangle. Tne tangent of tne angle
multiplied by tne length of the base line gives the desired distance.
Angles can be measured to single minutes with the pocket sextant.
The result of the reconnaissance through country of the second class
is that one or more routes are selected for a more detailed survey.
It is in mountainous country that all the skill of the locating engi-
neer is brought into play, the drainage of the country should be carefully
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studied as it plays a very important part in the location of a railroad.
If the controlling points are in the same valley, the main problem is
solved; and the conforming of the alignment to the topography is merely a
matter of detail. But when the controlling points are in different valleys,
the ridges between them have to be crossed, and the principal object of
the reconnaissance is to discover the most favorable crossing places near
the line joining controlling points both in the valleys and on the ridges.
The saddles in the ridges and the most favorable "river crossings become
secondary controlling points. The location of all such points is platted
on the map, and their elevations and distances apart are recorded. The
most important and useful "instruments" used on reconnaissance are the
judgement and the experience of the locating engineer; ana upon these
depend the amount and cost of more detailed surveys, and the cost of con-
struction and of operation. Railroad officials do not seem to recognize
the importance of securing the services of the best locating engineer that
the country affords. A good one is cheap at any price, particularly in
mountainous country, as the success of the entire project depends largely
on his judgement and skill.
PRELIMINARY SURVEYING. In country of the first class, two general
methods of placing the line are used: first, the section lines are followed
as much as possible, necessitating reversed curves in order to offset from
one section line to another; • second, the direct line between controlling
points is followed, in the first cat>c rural traffic-centers determine wuich
section lines should be followed, and these are chosen by the president
or chief engineer. In this case the preliminary survey is really made on
the map of the country, and the field survey comes under the head of loca-
tion. In the second case, a preliminary line is run for direction.
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The magnetic bearing of the direct line between controlling points is
scaled off the map as closely as possible; and a line having this direction
is initiated from the first controlling point, and is produced to the
second controlling point. Since the direction of the line as obtained
from the map and this direction as layed off in the field are subject to
considerable error, the first line run will probable pass to one side of
the second controlling point. The distance by which the transit line miss-
es its mark is noted, and the length of the transit line being known it is
an easy matter to compute the correction that must be applied to the pre-
liminary line. The next line ran will oe the location. In running the pre-
liminary line stakes should be placed only at transit points, about 1400 ft
apart. The best places for the hubs are in the quarter-section fence lines,
provided there are any. A straight line is the most difficult one to run,
and particular care must be taken to avoid errors. It must be remembered
that the preliminary is a reference line; and if it is not straight, the
purpose for which it is run is defeated. The distances between hubs are
determined by means of the stadia, the top and middle cross-hairs being
used and the reading doubled. A survey of this kind can be made very rapid-
ly and requires only three men,— a oack flagman, an instrument man, and a
head flagman. The stadia rod should be fitted with a pointed iron shoe so
that it can be used as a flag pole when its narrow side is toward the
instrument. As soon as a hub is set the head flagman moves ahead and se-
lects the location for the next hub, while tne instrument man sets up over
the last one, and the back flagman moves forward one hub. The instrument
man sets the pace, so in order to make this survey as economical as possi-
ble, a fast capable man should be secured for this position. It is impossi-
ble to ran a straight line when the wind causes the telescooe to vibrate
t
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or the heat ripple makes the lining-in of the flag pole a matter of guess-
work. It is foolish to proceed under such conditions, for not only is that
part of the work in error, but also all the work that is done thereafter.
This fact can not be emphasized too strongly. In summer the heat ripple
becomes bad about ten o'clock in the morning and remains so till about
three in the afternoon. 1'he steadiness of the air five feet above the
ground is much greater than it is two feet above the ground. Taking read-
ings at a distance of 1400 ft. with an eight-foot rod brings the lower
line of sight within two feet of the ground. To overcome this difficulty
the stadia wires can be placed vertical instead of horizontal, and tne
stadia rod read in a horizontal position. It is impossible to hold tne rod
steady enough horizontally by hand, so two suonorts are used for this pur-
pose. The lower end of these is shod so as to be easily stuck in the
ground, and the upper end contains a rectangular slot into which the rod
fits. No time is lost in placing the rod in this oosition as the head flag-
man always has a few minutes wait while the instrument man is setting up,
and can have the rod in position by the time the instrument man is ready.
The readings taken in this way are much more accurate, and the effect of
differential refraction is eliminated. No elevations are taken on this
preliminary survey.
In country of the second class, preliminary lines have to be run over
each of the routes chosen by the locating engineer on the reconnaissance
survey. The data taken must be such that the several routes can be compar-
ed with respect to distance, grades, and curves. Usually preliminary lines
run with the transit and stadia, as described above, will give sufficient
data as regards distance and curves; and the elevations of enough command-
ing points can be taken either by the vertical angle or the interval
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method to indicate the grades that will be required by the several routes,
from these data one of the routes will appear superior to the others, and
what is generally known as a preliminary survey is then made over the se-
lected route. A preliminary survey as generally understood is a topographic
survey of a narrow strip of country within which the road must pass. The
purpose of this survey is to secure data from which a topographic man can
be platted; and unon this map the paper location is projected. The transit
and stadia line already run over the chosen route is used as the base line
from which the topography is taken. Usually this line is measured with the
tape; but time used for this purpose is wasted, as it is impossible to plat
the traverse distances to a consistent degree of accuracy, spirit levels
are then run over the line to determine the elevations of the transit
points, and bench marks are established at half-mile intervals. / In country
of the second class) topography can be taken best with the transit and
stadia, i elevations being determined by transit leveling when possible, by
the interval method for angles up to and by the vertical angle method
for angles over o u , Usually sufficient topography can be taken from the
traverse stations; but if topography is desired for a wider strip of coun-
try, the transit can oe set uo over points to one side of the line, which
are visible from two traverse stations, and which are within the limits of
stadia measurement.
J
In country of the third class, several preliminary lines are necessary,
each following one of the routes chosen by the locating engineer. The ap-
proximate grades of the lines between secondary controlling points are
obtained from the data taken on the reconnaissance survey, and the prelim-
inary line should be chosen so that the surface of the ground will conform
as nearly as possible to the grade lines so determined. If this is done,
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topography will not have to be taken as far on eaoh side of* the line as
would otherwise oe necessary. Topography can be taken better with the
hand level in mountainous country than with the stadia, and line stakes
are placed every 100 ft. so that hand levels can be taken. In other re-
spects the methods of surveying in mountainous country are the same as
those used in country of tne second class.
LOCATION SURVEYING. If the located line is to follow tne section lines,
as is sometimes done in country of the first class, it is necessary first
to locate the most important section corners. A straight line is then run
parallel to and half the width of tne right of way from the section line.
Althougn it is not essential tnat these oe parallel, it is much better if
they are; for one of the right of way lines will be tne section line, and
it will prevent future trouble if tne located line is parallel to the
right of way lines and midway between them. The location line is run very
carefully, stakes are driven every 100 ft., tne plusses and angles of all
property lines are taken, and curves are run in wnsre indicated on the
map. A level party follows the transit party taking profile levels and
establisning bench marks. From these data alignment macs, rignt of way
maps, and profiles are made; and after the grade line is estaolished cn
the profile, construction can begin.
If the location line is to follow tne direct line petween controlling
points - and this is tne present general practice,- proper offsets are
made from the preliminary line previously run for direction, and tne loca-
tion line is run through these points. Tne distance along the line is
chained, and stakes are driven every 100 ft. The plusses and the angles
of all property lines are taken, and the distances of these intersections
from section corners are carefully chained, so that accurate descriptions
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of the right of way can be drawn up. All houses near the line which will
be damaged by it must be located, and an estimate of the damage be made.
Levels are also run as in the former case.
In country of the second and third classes, topographic maps are made
from the data taken on the preliminary surveys,' and a caper location is
projected on each of the maps. The writer believes that the paoer location
should always be made by the locating engineer, as he is more familiar
with the ground than anyone else, and conseouently he can make a more sat-
isfactory location and make it more rapidly tnan an office man v/ho has
never been over the ground. i?'rom a study of the several maps, the best
route is selected and a more detailed study is given zo it. In making the
naoer location, first choose that line which gives the best alignment and
grades. This will be the best line so far as operation is concerned, out
the construction may prove it to oe too costly. In tnis case choose the
line whose construction will come within the allowaole cost, out keep as
close as possiole to toe oest line,^ previously located. The tangents are
connected by curves which most nearly fit the contour of tne ground, and
the Trusses of tne P.O. and t.a. of ail curves are scaled as closely as
possiole. Since it is very difficult to obtain a topographic map which is
correct in every detail, and since it is impossible to scale distances
and angles correctly, it will be found that tne field location as made
from the paper location will not conform as closely to tne contour of the
ground ng indicated upon the map. In order to get the most economical line,
the locating engineer must know the approximate cut or fill at each point
on the line as he advances; and then if by shifting the line up or down
hill a saving can be made in the grading, he should do so. Also he will
f-?nri t.hpf. th« H ns^R of the P.O. ?nd the F.T. of curves as scaled from
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the map will not conform to the contour of the hills, and they will have
to be changed, accordingly. Frequently the degree of curve will also have
to be changed. After the line has been located, levels are run over it, a
profile is made, and the grade lines are established, the other details
are the same as given above.
MAINTENANCE SURVEYING. The engineer engaged in maintenance has a varie-
ty of surveying 3003 connected with his work. The usual surveying work on
maintenance consists of setting center stakes on tangents and curves, set-
ting grade stakes, setting stakes for right of way posts, locating turnouts
for sidings or industrial tracks, staking out leased property, etc. The
methods of doing these things are given in most books on railroad surveying
with one exception, viz. , • re-running old curves that were not originally
monumented and for which the original notes can not be found, dince the
writer does not know of any book that treats of this suoject in a, practical
manner, a discussion will be given of this suDject to the exclusion of the
other problems that arise in maintenance surveying.
He-running old curves. The instructions to the engineer are simply to
set center stakes for such and such a curve; and he knows that tne rules of
the maintenance department give a maximum limit of throw, usually one foot.
It is usually impossible to locate by inspection the PJ3« and P.T.. of the
curve within fifty feet of their original positions, owing to tne spiraling
action of trains, so he can not start with either of these points. There-
fore before the curve can be started there are two things that must oe
known, (1) the intersection angle, and (2) the degree of curve. Tne inter-
section angle can be found in two ways as illustrated in IFig. 14 and 15..
In Fig. 14 the tangents are produced, to an intersection and the intersec-
tion angle is measured directly, 5"'or short flat curves this is the easiest
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method, but for long sharp curves the topography not allow this method
to be used. In this event, the method shown in fig* lo must be used. The
point A must be taken on the tangent, but no effort is made to have it at
the P.O. Point B is then located in the center of the track - a tack in a
tie marking the point - as far around the carve as is visible from A, and
the angle a is measured. The transit is moved to B, the point is located
similarly to 3, and the angle b is measured. Point G is then occupied by
the transit and the angle c to point D is measured. Tne point D is on the
tangent and the angle d at this point is also measured. The sum of the an-
gles a, b, c, and d is equal to the intersection angle. The distances AB,
BG, and GD are chained, and from these data the distances 41 and Di are com-
puted. In the method shown in Fig. 14, the degree of the curve is found by
measuring the external distance, and dividing it into the external of a 1°
curve for the intersection angle previously measured. The tangent distance
for this curve is then computed from the tables, and measured off on the
ground, locating the P.O. and the P.T. The central portion of a curve is
less likely to have been disturbed by the tangential force of trains than
the end portions, so that measurements taken there to determine the origi-
nal degree of the curve are more reliable than measurements taken near the
ends of the curve, in the method shown in il'ig. 15., while the transit is at
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B and C, deflect ion angles are taken for points 100 ft. apart in the center
of the track, and from these deflection angles the degree of a curve that
will approximately fit the track is chosen. The tangent distances are tnen
computed for this degree of curve; and since the distances AI and DI have
already been computed, the P.O. and the P.T. are located by distances
measured from A and D, respectively. In any case, after the P.O. and the
P. X. have been located for the estimated degree of curve, the transit is
set up at the P.O. and the curve is run in; out no stakes are driven until
all the throws have been measured and found to come within the stated limit
Stakes are then driven and "tacked". If the curve is not over 1200 ft. in
length and was originally a simple curve, a simple curve can usually be
found which will fit it. frequently the degree of curve as first determined
will have to be changed by a few minutes in order to sake it fit. It must
be remembered that changing the degree of curve, changes the position of
the P.O. and the P.
I
1
., and this fact must be taken into consideration when
the new degree of curve is established. Increasing the degree of curve
moves the ir.O. and ohe P.f. toward tne P. I., and moves the entire curve
outward; and decreasing the degree of curve moves the P.O. and the P.T.
away from the P. I., and moves the entire curve inward. It is to be noticed
that the data taken in determining the degree of curve also give the inter-
section angle.
If the curve is a long one - over lo.OO ft.- or if it was originally com-
pounded, a different method should be used. Set up at a point in the center
of the track near the center of the curve - at an even station if the sta-
tions are painted on the rails,- and take deflection angles in both direc-
tions as long as they remain fairly uniform. In this way the P. 0.0. of a
compound curve can be located approximately in its original position, and
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from the deflection angles thus found a degree of curve is selected that
will fit the track within the allowable limit; stakes are then driven and
tacks are placed in them. Usually from 500 to 1000 ft. can be staked out
in this manner. The instrument is then moved in turn to each end of the
curve thus far staked out, and from these points new degrees of curve are
found by trial which will reach as far as possible. Tnis is continued until
within about 5.00 ft. of the ends, when the tangents to the curve are pro-
duced to an intersection with the main tangents; and the distance from the
tangent point on the curve to the P. 1. determines the degree of curve of
this part of the track. It is seldom that more than three different degrees
of curve will have to be used for even the longest carves. The writer has
found this method to give quicker results and results that are as satisfac-
tory as those obtained in any other way. Re-running old curves takes a
great deal of time, usually from two to ! hr^e times as Ion? as estimated
before going into the field.
A complete transit party contains five men,- an instrument man, a front
flagman and head chainman, a rear chainman, an axman, and a back flagman.
However it is very seldom that as complete a party as this is employed on
maintenance; and usually three men do the work of five. A number of roads
employ only one engineer for maintenance surveying, and his assistants are
recruited from the section gang in the locality where the work is, or fre-
quently from a surfacing gang of Italians or Greeks. Under such conditions
the instrument man is seriously handicapped, and he has to display not a
little ingenuity in order to get the work done at all. When a back sight is
required, a flag pole is usually stuck in the ballast behind the point, but
when this is done care must be taken that it is not run over by a train.
Another method of establishing a back sight is to first take a sight on the
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rod held on this point, and then to stick the flag pole in line somewhere
off the track. Both of these methods require a lot of time as the flagman
has to walk back after the flag pole and to place it in a new position
every time the transit is moved. Some instrument men use large nails or
railroad spikes for back sights. These are driven in the nearest tie in
line with the point ahead, and a piece of paper is fastened to them to at-
tract attention. If the front face of the railroad spike is marked with red
keel it can be more plainly seen. This arrangement is better than the flag
pole, as it saves time and i - about as accurate.
For track work the writer has used a target tnat has given such satis-
faction that he recommends its use as a oack sight for all track work. It
consists of a circular disc about five inches in diameter cut from fairly-
stiff white cardboard, with the diagonal quadrants marked red as in the
case of a leveling-rod target. An ordinary chaining pin is run through one
diameter of the disc in two places, and the ring at the top of the chaining
pin prevents the disc from turning in the wind. This target can be easily
stuck in the ballast just behind the transit point, and lowered until pass-
ing trains will not disturb it. The instrument man carries several of these
targets, and locates a back sight before he moves up to the next transit
point. After the work is finished these may be gathered up, or if the time
is lacking they may be left in the field, as tneir cost is practically
nothing.
In chaining the distance around a curve, some of the stations will fall
on ties, and in this case the stakes are driven in the ballast on that side
of the tie which is nearest the correct point.
A curve should never oe considered finisned until permanent monuments
have been placed at the P.C., If.O., lr.G.3., and if.T., and curve notes have
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been filed in the chief engineer's office. If this is done, center stakes
can be reset at any time with very little trouble. There are several ways
of monumenting these points, viz.: .first, by driving a one-inch iron bar
three or four feet long through the ballast and into the subgrade, leaving
its tcp about one inch above the top of the ties; second, by constructing
a concrete monument in the csnter of the track having an iron rod embedded
in its center to mark the point; third, by embedding a short rail in the
subgrade at the foot of the ballast, and painting the curve data on the
bottom of the flange; fourth, by locating two rails, one on each side of
ths track with their tops level with tne top of the rail, so that the point
in the track can be relocated very exactly by sighting across from one rail
to the other, and bisecting the distance between tnem. A numoer of railroad
have been monumenting their curves for a number of years, but the majority
have not. fortunately engineers are realizing mere and mors the necessity
of placing permanent monuments at important points, and it is to be hoped
that the present unworkmanlike manner of marking such points will soon
cease.
19^ m


